Promed: your complete
surgery fit out service
We’re here to help.
freephone 1800 619 619.

No project is too big or too small, call us on freephone 1800 619 619
to see how we can help you extend your range of patient services!
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Welcome to the Promed
Surgery fit-out brochure!
We’re here to help.

The team at Promed have all the
skills you want to support you at
every stage along your journey,
including personal account
managers, service engineers and
finance specialists, to answer all
your queries and help you with
any decisions regarding product
selection, service & installation
and finance packages.
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We have over 30 years of experience working
with a variety of practices from single GP
practices to large primary care centres.
No job is too big or too small!

Call us today with any queries, we would
love to hear from you.

Kind Regards
The team at Promed
freephone 1800 619 619

Call freephone 1800 619 619 for tips and advice on setting up new patient services
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Refurbishing, expanding, or
starting out for the first time?
Things to consider before you start...

Establish a project plan:
Set up a quantifiable plan of what you want
to achieve and when you want to have it
completed.
A) Define the project scope and set
milestones
B) Break the project down into
manageable steps
C) Select supplies and agree delivery dates
D) Arrange installation programme
E) Monitor and control the allocation of
resources to deliver the project on time and
on budget

Be aware of your deadlines and lead
time
It’s important to be aware that some
non-standard equipment may take several
weeks to deliver. Keep this in mind when
working to target delivery dates.
Space planning and optimisation
Make sure to log all measurements and
dimensions of your required equipment as
well as your doorways and entrances.
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If space is an issue why not consider using
resources such as a stock control system,
which would allow you to hold lower
levels of stock onsite?

Total project management
Minimise stress and confusion by assigning
one person to co-ordinate all elements of
the fit-out, from measuring, to ordering, and
through to organisation of final installation.
Patient-friendly reception areas
Find a seating system that best suits the
shape of your waiting room, be it either
singe, stackable chairs or fitted modular
units. Informational wall charts can help
educate your patients about procedures
and floor mounted childrens toys can help
keep little patients occupied.

Reliable after-sales support
Ensure you have access to reliable
technical support for any queries and that
product specialists are at hand should you
need any advice.

Call freephone 1800 619 619 for tips and advice on setting up new patient services
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Finance
So, you have decided on what you need
and you have assembled your wishlist.
Why not ask about the different finance
options available? From 3, 6, or 9 month
interest-free payment options, to 1-5 year
finance plans with our finance partner,
Promed has something to suit every
practice requirements.

Maintenance of equipment
Not only will our manufacturer-trained
engineers install all your equipment and
train your staff on it’s correct use, we also
have a range of service, calibration,
validation and repair options available.
Ask about our range of service care plans
to extend the life of your equipment.

Workflow and software integration
Our staff will help you consider the
practicalities of your workflow through your
practice, room by room, helping you to treat
your patients as quickly and efficiently as
possible.
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What help / support can Promed provide?
What resources are available?

What furniture and equipment works best
with your requirements and available
space? Will your ECG be used in several
rooms? If so, why not consider a portable
bluetooth, wireless device.
Do you need your patient test results to
be instantly available in several rooms in
real time? (Nurses room and Doctors
room?) If so why not consider True
Integration of equipment and patient
management software. Ask us for more
details.

Project planning
Our team will fast track your project, while
maintaining tight control over costs,
expensive unscheduled downtime and
completion dates. You can trust Promed
with your project. Our tips on the facing
page will help you map out the different
stages involved.

Call us freephone for details of our installation, calibration, service and repair options
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Customer testimonials
See what some of our customers have to say...

We are a large medical Practice in Dublin and would deal with Promed on a regular basis.
We have always found them to be professional, efficient and a pleasure to deal with and had no
hesitation in asking them to equip our new surgery late last year. We were working closely with
their team, especially Niamh, and always found the after sales service highly recommendable.

The attention to detail down to the delivery man who was so helpful will remain clear in our
minds. We have always found dealing with Promed we got a very high quality of Service.

Fran Lyndon
Fairview Medical Centre, Dublin

We have recently completed an expansion at our surgery, adding 2
additional clinic rooms. We got a very good deal on equipment from
Promed and the customer service in ordering, delivery and after sales
was excellent.
Dr Thomas Maher
Whitworth Medical Centre, Drumcondra, Dublin 9

I have been dealing with Promed for a number of years so when we recently underwent a
restructure which required replacement of a large volume of equipment and consumables,
I didn’t hesitate to contact them. We were working to a very tight schedule but Promed (and in
particular Niamh) made what could have been a very difficult process simple and stress free!

The efficiency with which everything was managed, from quotation to delivery, was second to
none. Promed’s range of equipment, value for money, aftersales service and excellent staff
make this company stand out from all the others.

Fiona O'Reilly
Kilbeggan Medical Centre, Co Westmeath

I was pleased to discover how competitively priced Promed is on products and
the service they offer is second to none.

I have done many price and quality comparisons over the years and I always
come back to Promed. The prices are great & the service is fantastic. The
Sales Team are always willing to help and offer a very prompt next day delivery.

Paul,
Kilnaleck Surgery, Cavan
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// EXAMINATION COUCHES //
Plinths -Two and Three Section Electric and Hydraulic

• Maximum user weight: 225kg (35 stone)

• Gas strut assisted multi-position head section
on two and three section plinth
• Gas strut assisted multi-position foot section
on three section plinth
• Back rest angle adjustment +85°/-30°
(Foot rest angle adjustment is the same)

• Variable height range of 45-98cm

• Easy to use handset (Electric models only)

• Four retractable 50mm positioning castors and
adjustable levelling foot

• Paper roll holder included

Dimensions: (H)45-98cm x (L)193cm x (W)65cm. The breathing hole and foot switch are factory fit only and must be ordered with couch if
required.

Number of Sections

Plinth Type

Colour

Three Section
Electric
Black
Three Section
Electric
Mid Blue
Three Section
Electric
Grey
Two Section
Electric
Black
Two Section
Electric
Mid Blue
Two Section
Electric
Grey
Three Section
Hydraulic
Black
Three Section
Hydraulic
Mid Blue
Three Section
Hydraulic
Grey
Two Section
Hydraulic
Black
Two Section
Hydraulic
Mid Blue
Two Section
Hydraulic
Grey
Breathing Hole
The breathing hole can only be fitted during manufacture. Please allow 3-5 weeks for delivery
Head Pillow
Black
Head Pillow
Mid Blue
Head Pillow
Grey
Footswitch
The footswitch can only be fitted during manufacture. Please allow 3-5 weeks for delivery
Leg Supports (1 Pair)
Phlebotomy Arm
Folding Side Rails
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Cat No

€Ex VAT

€Inc VAT

72252
72253
72254
72258
72259
72260
72255
72256
72257
72261
72262
72263
72264

1150.00
1150.00
1150.00
1070.00
1070.00
1070.00
1150.00
1150.00
1150.00
1070.00
1070.00
1070.00
41.00

1414.50
1414.50
1414.50
1316.10
1316.10
1316.10
1414.50
1414.50
1414.50
1316.10
1316.10
1316.10
50.43

72269
72270
72271

259.00
154.00
186.00

318.57
189.42
228.78

72265
72266
72267
72268

71.00
71.00
71.00
154.28

Call freephone 1800 619 619 for tips and advice on setting up new patient services
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Examination Couches - Fusion MKII Electric

• Attractive titanium frames and coloured luxury
upholstery

• Fully upholstered head and foot sections with gas
assisted adjustment
• Height adjustable from 45-96cm utilising supplied
handset

• Paper roll holder included as standard

• Maximum user weight: 225kg (35 stone)

• Black couches shown and listed but a full range
of colours is available to order
Dimensions: (H)45-96cm x (L)193cm x (W)65cm. The breathing
hole and foot switch are factory fit only and must be ordered
with couch if required.
Section Type

Colour

Fusion Electric Couch
3 Section
Black
Fusion Electric Couch
2 Section
Black
Breathing Hole
The breathing hole can only be fitted during manufacture. Please allow 3 - 5 weeks for delivery
Head Pillow
Black
Phlebotomy Arm
Leg Supports (1 pair)
Stirrups (1 pair)
Footswitch
The footswitch can only be fitted during manufacture. Please allow 3-5 weeks for delivery.

Cat No

65890
65880
65910
65900
65911
65912
65913
65914

€Ex VAT

1290.00
1195.00
51.36
72.40
155.62
337.76
180.67
162.64

€Inc VAT

1586.70
1469.85
63.17

89.05
191.41
415.44
222.22
200.05

Examination Couches - Colenso Fixed Height
• Durable, silver, epoxy coated frame

• High quality, durable, easy to clean materials

• Multi-position self locking backrest, which raises
up to 65°

• Paper roll holder included as standard (fits to the
head or foot of couch)

• Maximum user weight: 165kg (26st.)

• Black couch shown and listed but full range of
colours available to order
Dimensions: (L)193cm (with paper roll holder) x (W)60cm x (H)78cm.
The breathing hole and leg supports are factory fit only and must
be ordered with couch if required.
Colour

Colenso Examination Couch
Black
Head Pillow
Black
Breathing Hole
The breathing hole can only be fitted during manufacture. Please allow 3 - 5 weeks for delivery
Leg Supports (1 Pair)
The leg supports can only be fitted during manufacture. Please allow 3 - 5 weeks for delivery

Cat No

65940
65900
65930
65931

€Ex VAT

€Inc VAT

322.05

396.12

448.00
72.40
47.13

551.04
89.05
57.97

Call us freephone for details of our installation, calibration, service and repair options
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// EXAMINATION COUCH ACCESSORIES //
Chairs and Stools - Operator Type

• Gas-assisted with adjustable height

• Stool is height adjustable from 42-58cm and chair is height
adjustable from 42-57cm

• Stool seat diameter: 37cm and chair seat dimensions:
(W)46cm x (D)43cm

• Five star base with castors for stability (castor base diameter:
60cm for both stool and chair)
• Maximum user weight: 130kg (20st.)

• Black chairs and stool shown and listed but a full range of
colours is available to order

Operator Chair
Operator Chair
Operator Stool

Type

With Arms
Without Arms

Colour

Black
Black
Black

Cat No

65970
65980
65990

€Ex VAT

208.95
194.25
176.40

€Inc VAT

257.01
238.93
216.97

Steps - Couch Mounting

• Stable, anti-tipping designs

• Unique oval shaped step comes in 1 or 2 step version
• Oval shaped step has no sharp edges

• Large grooved anti-slip surface and rubber feet on all 3 versions

Oval Single Tier Step
Oval Double Tier Step
Rectangular Single Tier Step
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Cat No

66070
66071
66072

€Ex VAT

102.90
184.80
86.10

Call freephone 1800 619 619 for tips and advice on setting up new patient services

€Inc VAT

126.57
227.30
105.90
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// TROLLIES //
Trolley - Clinical

• High quality clinical trolley with a range of optional accessories

• The locking door, combined with secure top, bottom and back
panels provide tamper resistant security and retain contents
inside

• Front mounted stainless steel handle on Vista 40 model

• 100mm braked castors

Dimensions:Vista 40 clinical trolley: (H)80cm x (W)56cm x (D)52cm. These trolleys
are made to order and all assessories must be ordered with trolley if required.
Please allow 3-5 weeks for delivery.

Model

Colour

Drawers

Vista 40 ClinicalTrolley
White
5
Vista 40 Clinical Trolley
Red
5
Collapsible Shelf
Medi-Rail
Daniels Sharps Box Holder
Including Medi-Rail
Gloves Box Holder (1 Box)
Excluding Medi-Rail
If purchased seperately from the sharps box holder then a medi-rail must also be purchased.

Cat No

66140
69775
66143
66146
66142
66009

€Ex VAT

€Inc VAT

748.38
748.38
79.25
43.00
61.64
40.00

920.51
920.51
97.48
52.89
75.82
49.20

Trolleys - Vista Storage

• Storage trolley range ideal for limited space environments

• White epoxy coated frame for durability

• Supplied with removable clear translucent drawers

• Drawers supplied are either narrow or wide depending on
trolley size chosen

Vista 20 Trolley
Vista 30 Trolley
Vista 40 Trolley
Vista 50 Trolley

Size

(H)78 x (W)56 x (D)52cm
(H)101 x (W)39 x (D)52cm
(H)80 x (W)56 x (D)52cm
(H)101 x (W)56 x (D)52cm

Drawers

4 Wide
6 Narrow
5 Wide
6 Wide

Cat No

66000
66001
66002
66003

€Ex VAT

467.25
467.25
514.50
517.92

Call us freephone for details of our installation, calibration, service and repair options

€Inc VAT

574.72
574.72
632.84
637.04
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Trolley - Vista Multi Purpose
• Supplied with one clear translucent drawer and a shelf
• Quality easy to clean materials

• White epoxy coated frame for durability

• Supplied fully assembled

Multi Purpose Trolley

Size

(H)98 x (W)56 x (D)52cm

Cat No

69781

€Ex VAT

283.50

€Inc VAT

348.71

Trolley - Under Couch
• Extra low trolley ideal for positioning under a couch

• Supplied with four removable clear plastic drawers

• Front mounted handle

• Quality, easy to clean materials

Dimensions: (H)68 x (W)56 x (D)52cm
Vista 15 Under Couch Trolley
Locking Door
The locking door can only be fitted during manufacture. Please allow 3 - 5 weeks for delivery.

Cat No

€Ex VAT

€Inc VAT

Cat No

€Ex VAT

€Inc VAT

69772
69765

488.25
135.00

600.55
166.05

Trolley - Folding
• Versatile and space saving trolley

• Folds flat when not in use

• White frame with 2 shelves

• Loading capacity: 30kg

Dimensions: (W)60cm x (D)40cm x (H)72cm

Folding Trolley

12

16466

115.41

Call freephone 1800 619 619 for tips and advice on setting up new patient services
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// DRUG CABINETS //
Drug Cabinets - For Controlled Drugs

• Very high quality drug cabinets which conform to the Misuse of
Drugs (Safe Custody) Regulations 1973 and exceed British
Standard (BS 2881 : 1989 Security Level 1)

• Adjustable storage trays and shelves provide greater flexibility

• Constructed from 16 gauge sheet steel, hardened hinges and
finished with a durable, hygienic white epoxy coating

• Anti-pick locking mechanism complies with BS3621 :1998 so
keys cannot be removed if left unlocked

• Supplied with 3 keys as standard

Controlled Drug Cabinet
Controlled Drug Cabinet
Controlled Drug Cabinet
Controlled Drug Cabinet

Dimensions

(H)30 x (W)33.5 x (D)27cm
(H)55 x (W)33.5 x (D)27cm
(H)55 x (W)50 x (D)30cm
(H)85 x (W)100 x (D)30cm

Doors

One
One
One
Two

Cat No

69000
69001
69002
69005

€Ex VAT

€Inc VAT

415.00
450.00
514.80
996.45

510.45
553.50
633.20
1225.63

€Ex VAT

€Inc VAT

// CURTAINS AND SCREENS //
Surgery Screens - Lightweight Folding
• Portable lightweight aluminium frame

• Staph CHEK® antibacterial fabric
• Flame resistant

• Anti-static, dirt-resistant and long lasting

• Supplied with castors

Three Panel Screen Dimensions: (H)165cm x (W)156cm.
Five Panel Screen Dimensions: (H)165cm x (W) 259cm.

Folding Screen
Folding Screen
Folding Screen
Folding Screen
Folding Screen
Folding Screen
Folding Screen
Folding Screen
Folding Screen
Folding Screen

Panels

Three
Three
Three
Three
Three
Five
Five
Five
Five
Five

Colour

White
Light Blue
Mint
Yellow
Beige
White
Light Blue
Mint
Yellow
Beige

Cat No

71032
71033
71034
71035
71036
71037
71038
71039
71040
71041

375.00
375.00
375.00
375.00
375.00
550.00
550.00
555.00
550.00
550.00

Call us freephone for details of our installation, calibration, service and repair options

461.25
461.25
461.25
461.25
461.25
676.50
676.50
682.65
676.50
676.50
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Surgery Screen - Wall Mounted on Telescopic Rail

• Anodised aluminium 210cm telescopic rail

• Attaches to a wall bracket to make use of limited space

• Creates a discreet working area

• Flame retardant white curtain

• Curtain washable up to 60°C

• Each component sold separately
Cat No

Telescopic Rail
Wall Bracket
White Curtain + Fittings

16385
16387
16386

€Ex VAT

219.32
54.16
83.08

€Inc VAT

269.76
66.62
102.19

Surgery Screen - Folding
• Four panel ward screen which can be folded completely flat

• Screen mounted on swivel castors for easy movement

• White plastic screen curtain

• Note: Frame and screen curtains sold separately

Ward Screen Frame
Ward Screen Plastic Curtain

Colour

Cat No

70607
70608

White

€Ex VAT

279.00
80.00

€Inc VAT

343.17
98.40

// WASTE DISPOSAL //
Waste Disposal Bins

• Hands free operation foot pedal must be used.

• Silent dampened closing lid. Yellow
lid recommended for clinical waste. Tested to HTM83 standard

• Corrosion resistant galvanised bodies with stainless steel pedal
and mechanism. Sealed base prevents leakages and facilitates easy
cleaning

Volume

20 Litres
50 Litres
70 Litres
20 Litres
50 Litres
70 Litres
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Dimensions

• Elasticated cord holds bags firmly in place, while the nylon loop
makes changing bags easier

(H)51 x (W)32 x (D)33cms
(H)59 x (W)42 x (D)43cms
(H)78 x (W)42 x (D)43cms
(H)51 x (W)32 x (D)33cms
(H)59 x (W)42 x (D)43cms
(H)78 x (W)42 x (D)43cms

Colour

All White
All White
All White
Yellow Lid & Pedal
Yellow Lid & Pedal
Yellow Lid & Pedal

Cat No

65720
65721
65722
65723
65724
65725

€Ex VAT

171.68
176.70
212.99
171.68
188.10
211.20

Call freephone 1800 619 619 for tips and advice on setting up new patient services

€Inc VAT

211.17
217.34
261.98
211.17
231.36
259.78
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// WAITING ROOM AND OFFICE FURNITURE //
Waiting Room Chairs, Venus

• Multipurpose economy seating

• Ergonomically designed moulded seats and backs utilise modern materials and combine smooth surfaces and rounded corners with comfort, durability and ease of cleaning

• Stackable thus saving space when not in use

• Available in four colours

• Maximum user weight: 110kg

• Dimensions: (H)85cm x (W)54cm x (D)56cm.

Venus Visitor Chair
Venus Visitor Chair
Venus Visitor Chair
Venus Visitor Chair

Cat No

Colour

Black
Blue
Grey
Beige

66110
66111
66112
66113

€Ex VAT

52.00
52.00
52.00
52.00

€Inc VAT

63.96
63.96
63.96
63.96

Waiting Room Chairs, Galaxy

• Multipurpose anti-bacterial vinyl upholstered seating

• Deep foam ergonomically designed seat and back

• Stackable up to six chairs high

• Plastic feet to protect floors

• Maximum user weight: 110kg

• Dimensions: (H)78cm x (W)54cm x (D)52cm

Galaxy Chair
Galaxy Chair
Galaxy Chair
Galaxy Chair

Colour

Black
Navy
Grey
Beige

Cat No

71186
71187
71188
71189

€Ex VAT

83.00
83.00
83.00
83.00

Call us freephone for details of our installation, calibration, service and repair options

€Inc VAT

102.09
102.09
102.09
102.09
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Waiting Room Chairs for Children - Aerolite Junior

• One piece moulded chairs

• Anti-bacterial and easy to clean

• Rounded corners and smooth lines

• Very durable so ideal for high usage areas

Aerolite Junior Chair
Aerolite Junior Chair
Aerolite Junior Chair
Aerolite Junior Chair

Colour

Cat No

Red
Yellow
Blue
Purple

72223
72224
72225
72230

€Ex VAT

73.00
73.00
73.00
73.00

€Inc VAT

89.79
89.79
89.79
89.79

// GENERAL FURNITURE //
Wheelchair
• Folding wheelchair

• Detachable full length armrests and swing away detachable
footrests

• Generous seat width of 45cm

• Solid front and pneumatic rear tyres

• Parking brakes

Cat No

Wheelchair

70582

€Ex VAT

389.00

€Inc VAT

389.00

Baby Changing Units
• Attractive, contemporary designs

• Unique hinge construction which reduces the risk of finger traps

• Capacity of 100 kilos is enough to support even the largest
babies

• Extra-deep all-round barriers eliminate the need for safety straps

• Hygienic, easy-clean surface

• Supplied complete with a sign to be affixed to the door of the
room containing the unit.
Type

Horizontally Mounted
Vertically Mounted
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Dimensions

760 x 585 x 145mm
545 x 860 x 140mm

Cat No

69711
69731

€Ex VAT

470.00
470.00

Call freephone 1800 619 619 for tips and advice on setting up new patient services

€Inc VAT

578.10
578.10
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General
Practice ............17-26
Some suggestions for your basic equipment

Scales and Height Measures .....................18
Examination Lighting ..................................21
Medical Refrigeration .................................22

Call us freephone for details of our installation, calibration, service and repair options
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// ADULT / BABY SCALES AND HEIGHT MEASURES //
Baby Scales - Seca 384 and Seca 385

• All in one baby and child scales (Class III)

• Compact and robust for portability

• Weighing tray easily detached from base, which converts into a
fully functional floor scales

• Power saving battery operation

• Functions: Hold, tare, breast-milk intake and automatic switch-off

• Optional carry case available

Dimensions: (W)552mm x (H)165mm x (D)362mm. Weight: 2.8kg.

Type

Capacity

Cat No

Seca 384
20kg
Graduation: 10g up to 10kg and 20g above 10kg
Seca 385
50kg
Graduation: 20g up to 20kg and 50g above 20kg
Seca 413 Carry Case
Suitable for both models

67410
67411
15272

€Ex VAT

€Inc VAT

278.00

341.94

267.07
45.00

328.50
55.35

Adult Scales - Seca 875

• Low-level stable platform with easy to read LCD display

• Touch start with automatic power-down function

• Lightweight

• Class III

Dimensions: (W)315mm x (H)58mm x (D)313mm. Weight: 3.5kg.

Seca 875
Graduation: 200g
Seca 421 Carry Case

18

Capacity

200kg

Cat No

70960
67128

€Ex VAT

€Inc VAT

36.00

44.28

219.00

Call freephone 1800 619 619 for tips and advice on setting up new patient services

269.37
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Adult Scales - Seca 877

• Low-level stable platform with easy to read LCD display

• Touch start with automatic power-down function

• Lightweight making it ideal for portable use

• Class III

Dimensions: (W)315mm x (H)58mm x (D)313mm. Weight: 3.5kg.
Cat No

Capacity

Seca 877
200kg
Graduation: 100g up to 150kg and 200g above 150kg
Seca 421 Carry Case

67127
67128

€Ex VAT

€Inc VAT

36.00

44.28

277.22

340.98

Adult Scales - Seca 799

• Digital column scales

• Low level non slip platform with large clear LCD display

• Functions: Automatic switch off, hold, tare and BMI

• Battery operated

• Class III

• Optional measuring rod
Dimensions: (W)292mm x (H)830mm x (D)390mm. Weight: 6.8kg

Capacity

Seca 799
200kg
Graduation: 100g up to 150kg and 200g above 150kg
Seca 220 Measuring Rod

Cat No

67126
15276

€Ex VAT

€Inc VAT

109.66

134.88

382.00

Call us freephone for details of our installation, calibration, service and repair options

469.86
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Height Measure - Seca 213

• Very mobile - can be dismantled into several pieces and set up
easily and quickly

• The spacer keeps the rod straight and stable without any fittings
• Easy to read scale

• Endorsed by the Child Growth Foundation (UK)

Dimensions: (W)337mm x (H) 2130mm x (D) 590mm. Weight: 2.4kgs

Seca 213 Height Measure
Graduation: 1 mm

Measuring Range

Cat No

20cm - 205cm

15250

€Ex VAT

79.28

€Inc VAT

97.51

Adult Scales - Seca 287 Weighing and Measuring Station

• Fully automated measurement and direct transmission of
measurements via seca 360° wireless USB Adapter seca 456 and
an interpretation of measurements using the software module seca
directprint.

• Once the patients' height and weight are measured, an automatic
printout is generated outlining their nutritional condition based on
their BMI.

• Network compatibility provided by seca 360° wireless technology.

• Maximum speed due to independent measuring process in just a
few seconds.
• Latest technology voice guidance in CD quality.

• Broad height measuring range from 60 to 210 cm.

• Three-line multi-function touch display shows weight, height and
BMI simultaneously.

Capacity

Seca 287
300kg
Fine 50 g graduation and capacity up to 300 kg.
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Cat No

72350

€Ex VAT

1565.00

Call freephone 1800 619 619 for tips and advice on setting up new patient services

€Inc VAT

1924.95

4

KERN Baby Scale

• Class III medical device according to 93/42/EEC

• Popular in paediatrics because it has a large weighing pan which is
ergonomically rounded and therefore ideal for weighing neonates

• Difference function for calculating the weight gain before and
after feeding

• Robust ABS plastic, for easy and hygienic cleaning

• Secure and non-slip positioning with rubber feet

Dimensions (W) 600 x (D) 470 x (H) 175mm

Kern baby Scale

Max Capacity

Cat No

20Kg

72342

€Ex VAT

79.28

€Inc VAT

97.51

KERN MPE Personal Floor Scale with Stand and Height Rod

• Class III medical device according to 93/42/EEC

• Practical second display on the back of the balance which makes
it easy for both the patient and the doctor to read the weight

• This model has an elegant height rod integrated into the column
which can be pulled out for use and which has a measuring range
from 88-200cm.

• Large platform with non-slip and wear resistant surface made of
plastic to provide a secure footing for patients

• BMI function to determine underweight / normal weight / surplus
weight
Dimensions (W) 365 x (D) 620 x (H) 2125mm

Personal Floor Scale

Max Capacity

250Kg

Cat No

72345

€Ex VAT

79.28

€Inc VAT

Call us freephone for details of our installation, calibration, service and repair options

97.51
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KERN MPC Professional Step-on Personal Floor Scale with flexible display

• Class III medical device according to 93/42/EEC

• Ergonomically optimised design for easy and hygienic cleaning

• Flexible positioning of display device, e.g. freestanding or
mounted to the wall

• Large platform with non-slip and wear resistant surface made of
plastic to provide a secure footing for patients

• BMI function to determine underweight / normal weight / surplus
weight
Dimensions of weighing plate: (W) 365 x (D) 360 x (H) 80mm
Cat No

Personal Floor Scale

72348

€Ex VAT

79.28

€Inc VAT

97.51

KERN MCC Chair Scale

• Class III medical device according to 93/42/EEC

• Mobile version with particularly convenient locking brakes on all
four wheels

• Clearly contrasting black colour of the seating surface, footrests
and armrest, for ease of use and positioning

• Two foldable armrests and footrests male transfers into the chair
easier. Ideal for overweight patients or barrier free use, e.g. for
transfers from a bed to a scale

• BMI function to determine underweight / normal weight / surplus
weight
Dimensions: (W) 625 x (D) 990 x (H) 985mm

Kern MCC Chair Scale
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Max Capacity

250Kg

Cat No

72349

€Ex VAT

79.28

Call freephone 1800 619 619 for tips and advice on setting up new patient services

€Inc VAT

97.51
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// EXAMINATION LIGHTS //
Examination Light - Green Series 300 General Exam Light

• Utilising a single white LED, the GS 300 examination light
provides a whiter, brigher light than halogen and consumes
less energy

• Welch Allyn SureColour technology ensures accurate tissue
colour rendition during examinations

• Perfect combination of intense light output and cool operation
in a compact design.

• Touchless On/Off - reduces cross contamination

• Low cost of ownership due to elimination of regular bulb
replacement and lower energy consumption

GS 300 Examination Light
GS 300 Examination Light

Model

Mobile Stand
Wall/Desk Mounted

Cat No

73103
73104

€Ex VAT

499.00
379.00

€Inc VAT

613.77
466.17

Examination Light - Green Series 600 Minor Procedure Light

• Featuring three LEDs and a wider head, the GS 600 is designed
specifically for demanding viewing conditions

• Welch Allyn SureColour technology ensures accurate tissue
colour rendition during examinations

• Touchless power controls and adjustable light output - reduces
cross contamination

• Rugged, ergonomic design allows for improved performance
and long lasting durability

• Low cost of ownership due to elimination of regular bulb
replacement and lower energy consumption

GS 600 Examination Light
GS 600 Examination Light

Model

Mobile Stand
Desk/Wall Mounted

Cat No

73105
73106

€Ex VAT

856.00
769.00

Call us freephone for details of our installation, calibration, service and repair options

€Inc VAT

1052.88
945.87
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Examination Light - GS Exam Light IV

• LED bulb provides a superior, white light that provides
enhanced visualisation of the exam area with true tissue colour
rendition

• Welch Allyn SureColour technology ensures accurate tissue
colour rendition during examinations

• Highly flexible light pipe that is twice as long as conventional
pipes

• Compact unobtrusive head - ideal for examinations where
space is limited

• Pinpoint accuracy

• Supplied with table/wall mount as standard

Cat No

GS Exam Light IV
Mobile Stand

71357
71358

€Ex VAT

900.00
300.00

€Inc VAT

1107.00
369.00

// REFRIGERATION AND DATA LOGGING //
LCD Temperature Data Logger with Calibration

• Temperature measurement range of -35°C to +80°C
• Capable of storing up to 16,382 readings
• User-programmable alarm thresholds

• High contrast LCD display

Calibrated Data Logger
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Cat No

72144

€Ex VAT

225.00

Call freephone 1800 619 619 for tips and advice on setting up new patient services

€Inc VAT

276.75
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Pharmacy Fridges - Lec PGR151UK Glass Door & PSR151UK Solid Door

• For safe storage of vaccines, insulins, lab samples and
pharmaceuticals

• Features either a lockable glass or solid door.
(Interior light in glass door version)

• Maintains internal air temperature between +2°C
and +8°C
• Fully automatic defrosting

• Fan operated, forced air cooling for temperature
stability

• Audio/visual alarm signal when temperature deviation
lasts for more than 15 mins

• New advanced controller allowing you to manage the
internal temperature and record min/max settings at
the touch of a button

• Open door sensor which alerts the user that the
fridge has been left open

• Anti microbial handle to help prevent the growth of
bacteria and minimise the potential for cross
contamination

• Supplied with 3 shelves and 1 basket

External dimensions: (H)845mm x (W)595mm x (D)610mm. Gross capacity: 151 Litres. Weight of solid door fridge: 37kg. Weight of glass
door fridge: 42kg.
Model

PGR151UK
PSR151UK

Door Type

Glass
Solid

Cat No

71691
71690

€Ex VAT

1088.00
895.00

Call us freephone for details of our installation, calibration, service and repair options

€Inc VAT

1338.24
1100.85
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Pharmacy Fridges - Lec PGR273UK Glass Door & PSR273UK Solid Door

• For safe storage of vaccines, insulins, lab samples
and pharmaceuticals

• Features either a lockable glass or solid door.
(Interior light in both versions)

• Maintains internal air temperature between
+2°C and +8°C
• Fully automatic defrosting

• Fan operated, forced air cooling for
temperature stability

• Audio/visual alarm signal when temperature
deviation lasts for more than 15 mins

• New advanced controller allowing you to
manage the internal temperature and record
min/max settings at the touch of a button

• Open door sensor to alert the user that the
fridge has been left open

• Anti microbial handle to help prevent the
growth of bacteria and minimise the potential
for cross contamination

• Supplied with 5 shelves and 1 basket

External dimensions: (H)1565mm x (W)595mm x (D)640mm (Depth is 625mm in glass door fridge). Gross capacity: 273 Litres. Weight of
solid door fridge: 60kg. Weight of glass door fridge: 68.5kg.
Model

PGR273UK
PSR273UK
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Door Type

Glass
Solid

Cat No

71693
71692

€Ex VAT

1282.05
1017.60

Call freephone 1800 619 619 for tips and advice on setting up new patient services

€Inc VAT

1576.92
1251.65
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Specialist area:
Cardiac
Screening .........27-37

So, what services do you want to provide?
Here are some suggestions for equipment you may need to
providing cardiac screening services

ECG ......................................................28-30
Holter Device ..............................................31
Stress Testing .............................................32
Automatic BP Monitors ...............................33
Aneroid Manometers ..................................33
Ambulatory BP Monitors.............................35
Stethoscope ...............................................37
Other specialist areas:

COPD and Respiratory .........................39-47
ENT .......................................................49-61
Minor Surgery........................................63-66
Point of Care Testing .............................67-75
Ultrasound .............................................77-79

Call us freephone for details of our installation, calibration, service and repair options
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// ECG MACHINES //
ECG - PC Based - custo cardio 110 bluetooth Interpretive

• Interpretive 12 lead ECG acquisition via your
PC or laptop

• Integrates directly with HEALTH one, Helix
Practice Manager and Socrates

• Extremely portable and easy to use

• Displays the real-time ECG on-screen, instantly
performing a full set of measurements and
providing interpretation
• High quality recordings for viewing, printing or
comparing with previous ECGs

• ECG electrode quality indication function
allows user to ensure the electrodes are
sending a good signal
Suitable For

• Digital pacemaker detection

• ECG hard copies can be printed directly onto
A4 printer paper eliminating the need to use
costly thermal paper

• Bluetooth and USB cable versions available.
(USB cable is 2 metres long)

• The unit comes complete with the custo
diagnostic software which offers direct
integration of other custo med devices
including holter, spirometer and ABPM allowing
you to upgrade your diagnostic services over
time

custo cardio 110BT ECG
New custo-med Users
Bluetooth Version
Includes a Medical Operating System, an ECG Unit, ECG Software and 10 Alligator Clips
custo cardio 110BT ECG
Current custo-med Users
Bluetooth Version
Includes an ECG Unit, ECG Software and 10 Alligator Clips
custo cardio 110 ECG
New custo-med Users
Includes a Medical Operating System, an ECG Unit, ECG Software and 10 Alligator Clips
custo cardio 110 ECG
Current custo-med Users
Includes an ECG Unit, ECG Software and 10 Alligator Clips
Spare BT ECG Recorder
Spare ECG Recorder
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Cat No

€Ex VAT

€Inc VAT

2453.30

3017.56

71115

2626.63

71113

2626.63

71116
71114
70971
70970

2453.30
1816.60
1816.60

Call freephone 1800 619 619 for tips and advice on setting up new patient services

3230.75
3230.75
3017.56
2234.42
2234.42
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ECG - PC Based - Welch Allyn PRO

• 12 lead PC based interpretive ECG with
intuitive, easy-to-use and powerful
Windows®-based software

• Lead preview screen saves time and eliminates
repeat ECGs
• The programmable report formats can be
printed on plain paper so there is no need for
expensive thermal paper and no more fading
problems
• Overlay previous ECGs to spot differences
• Interpret and edit report on screen

• Upgradeable simply by adding spirometry and
ABPM modules to complete your
cardiopulmonary suite

• Part of the Welch Allyn CardioPerfect family streamline all of your cardiopulmonary diagnostic
data into one powerful software package

• Data can be attached to patient files in all leading
patient management software packages

• Supplied with interpretive software, ECG clips
and 100 disposable electrodes

• Easily monitor patients with intermittent
arrhythmias

Welch Allyn PRO ECG

Cat No

73052

€Ex VAT

2800.00

Call us freephone for details of our installation, calibration, service and repair options

€Inc VAT

3444.00
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ECG - CP 150

• The easy-to-use CP 150 features a 7" colour,
touch screen display allowing quick and efficient
entry of patient information

• View an on-screen 12-lead ECG preview before
performing tests

• Instant-on feature quickly starts the device for
ECG testing at a moment's notice

• On-screen lead quality indicator alerts user to
lead off or poor electrode adherance

• Adult and paediatric MEANS ECG
Interpretation software offers a second opinion

• Minimal buttons makes the device easy to clean
and reduces infection risks

• Lithium battery allows 8 hours of continuous
operation

• Store up to 100 tests on the device or transfer
tests through a USB cable and/or memory stick

• Connect the CP 150 to your PC using Welch
Allyn's CardioPerfect software (available to
purchase separately)

CP 150 ECG
Connectivity Software
Allows transfer of data from the ECG to a CardioPerfect database on your pc.
CP 150 ECG Paper
A4 Presentation
Office Cart for CP 150 ECG
Optional Arm for Office Cart
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Quantity

1000 Sheets

Cat No

72143
73065
73057
72288
72289

€Ex VAT

€Inc VAT

109.00
680.00
150.00

134.07
836.40
184.50

3642.00
605.00

Call freephone 1800 619 619 for tips and advice on setting up new patient services

4479.66
744.15
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// HOLTER DEVICE //
Holter Monitor - custo flash 510

• Extremely lightweight three lead ambulatory ECG
recorder

• Integrates directly with HEALTH one, Helix Practice
Manager and Socrates

• Up to 7 days continuous recording of three channels

• Fast high quality measurement and analysis

Suitable For

• Digital pacemaker detection with measurement of the
impulse width

• The Holter monitor comes complete with the custo
diagnostic software which offers direct integration of
other custo med
devices including ECG, spirometer and ABPM allowing
you to upgrade your diagnostic services over time

custo flash 510 Holter
New custo-med Users
Includes a Medical Operating System, a Holter Recorder, Holter Software and a Starter Kit
custo flash 510 Holter
Current custo-med Users
Includes a Holter Recorder, Holter Software and a Starter Kit
Spare 510 Holter Recorder

Cat No

€Ex VAT

€Inc VAT

4721.50

5807.45

76017

4894.83

70973

1796.50

76018

Call us freephone for details of our installation, calibration, service and repair options

6020.64
2209.70
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// STRESS TESTING //
Stress Testing - custo med System

Images for illustration purposes only

• PC based exercise stress test system

• Integrates directly with HEALTH one, Helix
Practice Manager and Socrates

• Online arrhythmia detection with acoustic and
visual warning function
• Predefined profiles with the possibility for
customised configuration
• Control of treadmill from PC

• BP values and Oxygen sats values can be
entered thus allowing for the creation of trend
graphs (Optional integrated BP measurement
available)
Suitable For

• Summary of all examination specific values in a
report

• The ECG stress test unit comes complete with
the custo diagnostic software which offers
direct integration of other custo med devices
including holter, spirometer and ABPM allowing
you to upgrade your diagnostic services over
time

• Full package includes treadmill, ECG unit,
connecting cables and all relevant software

Cat No

€Ex VAT

€Inc VAT

Exercise Stress Test System
New custo-med Users
71125
13900.00 17097.00
Includes a Medical Operating System, a cardio 100 ECG Unit, ECG Software, a Treadmill, Stress Test Software and a PC Connecting Kit
Exercise Stress Test System
Current custo-med Users
71126
13600.00 16728.00
Includes a cardio 100 ECG Unit, ECG Software, a Treadmill, Stress Test Software and a PC Connecting Kit
Integratable BP Measurement
BL-6
93415
3050.00 3751.50
Includes cable and QRS trigger software.
Treadmill Only
70987
8500.00 10455.00
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// AUTOMATIC BLOOD PRESSURE MONITORS //
Blood Pressure Monitor - ri-champion®N
• Fully automatic blood pressure and
pulse monitor with BHS A/A validation

• Arrhythmia recognition

• Memory for up to 99 measurements
• Date and time display

• Cuff storage space behind monitor

ri-champion® N
Adult Cuff
Large Cuff
Child Cuff

Size

• Supplied with 4 AA batteries and an adult cuff
Cat No

67608
60846
60847
60848

(L)55cm x (W)14.5cm
(L)65cm x (W)19cm
(L)35.5cm x (W)10cm

€Ex VAT

99.00
31.45
36.78
31.45

€Inc VAT

121.77
38.68
45.24
38.68

Blood Pressure Monitor - ProBP 3400
• Small, handheld design, easy to carry

• Available with traditional BP or hospital
grade SureBP technology

• SureBP NIBP technology enables fast, accurate 15-second blood
pressure readings improving patient comfort

• Obtains accurate readings and minimises error codes, even in
the presence of many cases of motion or weak pulse

ProBP 3400
ProBP 3400
Desk Stand for ProBP 3400

Type

• Compatible with Flexiport blood pressure cuffs (from small child
to adult thigh size) BHS A/A validation

Traditional BP
Hospital Grade SureBP

Cat No

73100
73101
73102

€Ex VAT

525.00
635.00
52.00

€Inc VAT

645.75
781.05
63.96

// ANEROID MANOMETERS //
Blood Pressure Monitor - Bronze Series DS54 DuraShock

• Shock resistant - can withstand up to a 76cm drop and remain
in calibration

• Thumbscrew air release valve

• Supplied with a latex free adult cuff

• Supplied in a zipper case

Bronze Series DS54 DuraShock
Supplied with adult cuff in a zipper case

Cat No

73051

€Ex VAT

65.00

Call us freephone for details of our installation, calibration, service and repair options

€Inc VAT

79.95
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Blood Pressure Monitor - big ben®

WALL MOUNTED

• Generously dimensioned scale and high contrast scale layout
for optimum readability

• Spacious basket on the reverse side for tubes and cuffs
• Non-wearing air-release valve with fine adjustment

• No zero-point fixation required

• Maximum error tolerance: ±3 mm Hg

• Tested and approved by the BHS Validation Service

• Available in round and square desk, floor and
wall mounted versions
Model

big ben®
Round Desk Model
Supplied with adult velcro cuff
big ben®
Square Desk Model
Supplied with adult velcro cuff
big ben®
Round Floor Model
Supplied with adult velcro cuff
big ben®
Square Floor Model
Supplied with adult velcro cuff
big ben®
Round Wall Model
Supplied with adult velcro cuff, screws and wall plugs
big ben®
Square Wall Model
Supplied with adult velcro cuff, screws and wall plugs
Infant Cuff
Child Cuff
Small Adult Cuff
Adult Cuff
Large Cuff
Thigh Cuff
Extra Large Thigh Cuff
Cuff Connector Pin
Inflation Bulb

34

Cat No

60860
60861

€Ex VAT

€Inc VAT

93.81

115.39

93.81

60865

182.29

60870

87.41

60866
60871
69587
60864
69581
60862
60863
69583
69585
90660
68942

182.29
87.41
18.99
22.39
24.25
26.65
35.18
39.99
44.98
6.00
12.00

Call freephone 1800 619 619 for tips and advice on setting up new patient services

115.39
224.22
224.22
107.51
107.51
23.36
27.54
29.83
32.78
43.27
49.19
55.33
7.38
14.76
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// AMBULATORY BLOOD PRESSURE MONITORS //
Ambulatory Blood Pressure Monitor - custo screen 300

• Integrates directly with HEALTH one, Helix Practice
Manager and Socrates

• Up to 72 hours of recording

• Very comfortable for the patient due to extremely
quiet and short BP measurements and blood
pressure cuff inflation control

• Measured values from ABPM downloaded via
infrared

• First ABPM to pass the ESH International Protocol
Revision 2010

• Precise measurements and clear evaluation

• Blood pressure and heart rate graphic with single
values and hourly values

• Patient diary which can be printed for each patient
• Quick identification of exceeded limit values

• ABPM measuring intervals: Standard - day phase
every 15 minutes and night phase every 30 minutes.
Additional phases can be created if required.

• The unit comes complete with the custo diagnostic
software which offers direct integration of other
custo med devices allowing you to upgrade your
diagnostic services over time

• Installation, commission and training is provided
onsite by our service team

Dimensions: (H)10cm x (W)6.6cm x (D)2.6cm. Weight: 172g with batteries.
Suitable For

custo screen 300 ABPM
New custo Users
Includes the Medical Operating System, a custo screen ABPM Monitor, the ABPM Software and a Starter Kit
custo screen 300 ABPM
Current custo Users
Includes a custo screen ABPM Monitor, the ABPM Software and a Starter Kit
custo screen Adult Cuff
custo screen Extra Large Cuff
custo screen XXL Cuff
custo screen Paediatric Cuff

Cat No

€Ex VAT

€Inc VAT

76006

1676.57

2062.18

71007
71009
92760
71008

117.00
124.00
163.33
124.00

143.91
152.52
200.90
152.52

76007

1503.24

Call us freephone for details of our installation, calibration, service and repair options

1848.99
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Ambulatory Blood Pressure Monitor - ABPM 7100

• Meets or exceeds the latest AAMI, EHS Standards
and has a BHS A/A Rating

• Lightweight, compact and quiet for improved patient
compliance

• Upgradable to add Central BP and Pulse Wave
Analysis

• Latex-free cuffs help reduce the risk of patient
allergic reactions

Size

• Unlimited protocols for programming measurement
periods & inflation frequencies

• Uses oscillometric technology, a validated method of
automatic NIBP measurement

• Auto Feedback Logic during inflation for excellent
patient comfort & acceptance

• Includes Welch Allyn CardioPerfect® WorkStation
software

Quantity

Cat No

€Ex VAT

€Inc VAT

1709.00

2102.07

ABPM 6100 + Software
73070
1900.00 2337.00
Supplied with 1 recorder, software, custom pouch with shoulder strap and waist belt, 1 adult cuff, 1 large adult cuff, 4 AA alkaline batteries, PC interface
cable, USB converter, user manuals on CD
ABPM 6100 (Spare Recorder)

73071

Supplied with a custom pouch with shoulder strap and waist belt, 1 adult cuff, 1 large adult cuff, 4 AA alkaline batteries, PC interface cable and USB
converter
Small Adult Cuff
18 - 27cms
73074
84.00
103.32
Adult Cuff
25 - 35cms
73075
95.00
116.85
Adult Plus Cuff
33 - 40cms
73076
107.00
131.61
Large Adult Cuff
39 - 46cms
73077
118.00
145.14
Cuff Anchoring Pads
Pack of 50
73073
66.00
81.18
Patient Diary
Pack of 50
73072
24.00
29.52
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// STETHOSCOPES //
Stethoscope - Littmann Classic II

• Lightweight and strong

• A tunable diaphragm on one side augments the traditional bell
function of the opposite side

• Alternate between low and high-frequency sounds without
turning over the chestpiece

• Excellent acoustic seal and comfortable fit with patented
3M Littmann® SnapTight soft-sealing ear-tips
• Comfortably angled, anatomically correct headset

• Patient friendly, non-chill rim and diaphragm.

Classic II
Classic II
Binaural Assembly
Soft Ear Tips x 2
Non Chill Rims x 2

ASK US ABOUT...

Colour

Black
Burgundy

Cat No

14203
14200
14196
14198
14199

€Ex VAT

75.83
75.83
51.43
7.10
5.82

€Inc VAT

93.27
93.27
63.26
8.73
7.16

Promed Advance
What does Promed Advance give me, in a nutshell?
High quality equipment, instantly available, without
any deposit required, with full installation, training
& support provided by qualified Service Engineers.
It also includes payment plans, true integration of
equipment &devices and a free equipment service!

Call us freephone for details of our installation, calibration, service and repair options
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Thinking of providing new patient
services in your practice?
Ask about cardiac, COPD, diabetes, ABPM, ultrasound
screening, advice, finance, installation, and more...

YOU TOLD US...
In Feb 2016 Promed commissioned a
survey of 265 GPs. One of the things you
told us was that you would like to focus
more time on areas of chronic disease
management.
Call us today and see how we can help
you get these services set up and running
directly.

Think Promed.
Call 1800 619 619.

5
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Specialist area:
COPD screening &
Respiratory ......39-47

So, what services do you want to provide?
Here are some suggestions for equipment you may need to
provide COPD screening / respiratory / spirometry services

Spirometry ..................................................40
COPD screener ..........................................45
Nebulising ..................................................46
Pulse Oximetry ...........................................47

Other specialist areas:

Cardiac Screening.................................27-37
ENT .......................................................49-61
Minor Surgery........................................63-66
Point of Care Testing .............................67-75
Ultrasound .............................................77-79

Call us freephone for details of our installation, calibration, service and repair options
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// SPIROMETRY //
Spirometer - MicroLab

• Integrates directly with HEALTH one, Helix
Practice Manager and Socrates

• High definition colour touch screen and stylus
enables the user to navigate the intuitive icon
driven user menu system with ease

• Up to 45 parameters measurable and fully
ATS/ERS compliant

• Onscreen keyboard for easy data entry
• Easy load, high speed printer

Size

• On-screen guidance by using screen specific
help buttons

• Quality checks on screen for ATS Standards
(e.g. slow start, abrupt end, cough detected etc)

• 20 predicted values and 2000 patient test
memory

• Child incentive screens and lung age assessment

• Easy to add pulse oximetry module available
Quantity

Carefusion MicroLab + Software
1
Supplied with Spirometry PC Software (If you wish to download results from device to your PC)
Carefusion MicroLab Spirometer
1
Carefusion Spirometry Software
Software can be purchased separately in order to upgrade older models of MicroLab
Pulse Oximetry Module
Carefusion MicroGard Filters
Box of 50
MicroGard Filter Adaptors
Box of 10
Required to ensure the filters fit snugly to the spirometer
Paediatric Adaptor
1
Thermal Printer Paper
112mm x 10m
1 Roll
Nose Clips
5
Carefusion Calibration Syringe
1
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Cat No

€Ex VAT

€Inc VAT

1651.33
500.00

2031.14
615.00

71430

1983.46

71434
71438
72084

646.15
52.31
26.00

71429
71809

71426
71431
71003
71681

6.15
36.92
6.60
450.00

Call freephone 1800 619 619 for tips and advice on setting up new patient services

2439.66

794.76
64.34
31.98
7.56
45.41
8.12
553.50
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Spirometer - MicroLoop

• Integrates directly with HEALTH one, Helix
Practice Manager and Socrates

• Quality checks on screen for ATS Standards
(e.g. slow start, abrupt end, cough detected etc)

• High definition colour touch screen and stylus
enables the user to navigate the intuitive icon
driven user menu system with ease

• Child incentive screens and lung age assessment

• Onscreen keyboard for easy data entry

• Easy to add pulse oximetry module available

• Up to 45 parameters measurable and fully
ATS/ERS compliant

• On-screen guidance by using screen specific
help buttons

• 20 predicted values and 2000 patient test
memory

• Desktop docking station for battery charging
and PC connection

Quantity

Carefusion MicroLoop+Software
1
Supplied with Spirometry PC Software (If you want to download results from device to your PC)
Carefusion MicroLoop
1
Carefusion Spirometry Software
Software can be purchased separately in order to upgrade older models of MicroLoop
Pulse Oximetry Module
1
Carefusion MicroGard Filters
Box of 50
MicroGard Filter Adaptors
Box of 10
Required to ensure the filters fit snugly to the spirometer
Paediatric Adaptor
1
Nose Clips
5
Carefusion Calibration Syringe
1

Cat No

€Ex VAT

€Inc VAT

1424.62
500.00

1752.28
615.00

71433

1733.92

71434
71438
72084

646.15
52.31
26.00

71432
71809

71426
71003
71681

6.15
6.60
450.00

2132.72

794.76
64.34
31.98
7.56
8.12
553.50

Call us freephone for details of our installation, calibration, service and repair options
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Spirometer - SpiroUSB

• A Powerful solution for PC based Spirometry.
• Integrates directly with HEALTH one, Helix
Practice Manager and Socrates

• Designed for the professional, the SpiroUSB
features the Carefusion renowned Gold
Standard transducer

• Full American Thoracic Society and European
Respiratory Society (2005) compliance

Carefusion SpiroUSB
Carefusion MicroGard Filters
MicroGard Filter Adaptors
Required to ensure the filters fit snugly to the spirometer
Paediatric Adaptor
Nose Clips
Carefusion Calibration Syringe

42

• Up to 58 spirometry indices measured - both
inspiratory and expiratory
• Lung age calculation available

• Choice of four animated incentive displays

• Display of predicted values, % predicted and z
scores
• Textual interpretation

• On screen spirometer calibration/verification
and log of calibration data
Quantity

1
Box of 50
Box of 10
1
5
1

Cat No

71437
71438
72084
71426
71003
71681

€Ex VAT

€Inc VAT

6.15
6.60
450.00

7.56
8.12
553.50

992.31
52.31
26.00

Call freephone 1800 619 619 for tips and advice on setting up new patient services

1220.54
64.34
31.98
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Spirometer - custo spiro mobile (USB) and air (Wireless)

• PC based spirometry solution

• Integrates directly with HEALTH one, Helix
Practice Manager and Socrates

• Built in USB cable on custo spiro mobile which
connects the flow transducer to the PC as well
as powering the device

• The custo spiro air is a wireless handheld
spirometer that transmits data to a base station
which is connected via USB to the PC. The base
station (with integrated weather station) also
acts as a charger for the spirometer between
uses.
• Tests are quick and easy to perform

Suitable For

• All required values are obtained during a single
breathing manoeuvre

• Comparison of measured values on the basis of
international predicted values

• Automatic report and COPD reporting

• Clear display of measured values and
measurement curves with colour codes

• Paediatric incentive

• The unit comes complete with the custo
diagnostic software which offers direct
integration of other custo med devices allowing
you to upgrade your diagnostic services over
time

custo spiro mobile Spirometer
New custo-med Users
Includes a Medical Operating System, a spiro mobile Spirometer and Spirometry Software
custo spiro mobile Spirometer
Current custo-med Users
Includes a spiro mobile Spirometer and Spirometry Software
custo spiro air Spirometer
New custo-med Users
Includes a Medical Operating System, a spiro air Spirometer, a Base Station and Spirometry Software
custo spiro air Spirometer
Current custo-med Users
Includes a spiro air Spirometer, a Base Station and Spirometry Software
Customed Calibration Syringe
custo spiro Spirometer
spiro Protect Filters x 200
spiro Protect Filters x 50
Nose Clips x 5

Cat No

€Ex VAT

€Inc VAT

1402.50

1725.08

76012

1575.83

72283

2099.00

76013
72284
72093
71022
71232
71003

1950.00
360.00
250.00
55.00
6.60

Call us freephone for details of our installation, calibration, service and repair options

1938.27
2581.77
2398.50

442.80
307.50
67.65
8.12
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Spirometer - SpiroPerfect

• Fast, reliable pre/post-bronchodilator FVC, SVC,
and MVV testing with automatic interpretation
and reversibility analysis

• Instantly verify quality and variability of test
performance and compare previous tests using
the trending tool
• Reduce risk of cross contamination with
single-use disposable transducers

• Easily monitor, review, store and print on your
computer with intuitive, easy-to-use
Windows®-based software

• Motivate children with incentive graphic

• Upgradeable simply by adding ECG and ABPM
modules to complete your cardiopulmonary
suite

• Part of the Welch Allyn CardioPerfect family streamline all of your cardiopulmonary diagnostic
data into one powerful software package

• Data can be attached to patient files in all leading
patient management software packages

Quantity

SpiroPerfect Spirometer
SpiroPerfect Spirometer
with 3L Syringe
Disposable Flow Transducers
Box of 25
Must be replaced after each patient. No need for other mouthpieces or bacterial/viral filters
Effort Acceptability Poster
1
Serves as guide to what constitutes an acceptable and/or reproducible effort

44

Cat No

73067
73066
73068
73069

€Ex VAT

€Inc VAT

30.00

36.90

1700.00
1850.00
50.00

Call freephone 1800 619 619 for tips and advice on setting up new patient services

2091.00
2275.50
61.50
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Spirometer - Micro I Handheld

• Light, portable handheld spirometer

• Results of 4 selected indices can be displayed from the
following choice: PEF, FEV1, FVC, FEV6, FEV1/FVC, FEV1/FEV6,
FEF25, FEF75, FEF25-75, EV (extrapolated volume)

• Best blow and current blow available to view

• Results displayed with either % predicted, z score, or SD
(standard deviation)
• Choice of 3 predicted values: ECCS, Asian, NHANES III

• Flat touch sensitive keypad

Size

Carefusion Micro I Spirometer
Supplied with PC software for configuration
Carefusion MicroGard Filters
MicroGard Filter Adaptors
Required to ensure the filters fit snugly to the spirometer
Nose Clips
Paediatric Adaptor

Quantity

Cat No

1

71422

5
1

71003
71426

Box of 50
Box of 10

€Ex VAT

€Inc VAT

52.31
26.00

64.34
31.98

445.00

71438
72084

6.60
6.15

547.35

8.12
7.56

COPD Screener - Pulmolife

• A practical solution for COPD testing in adults

• Measures and shows the patient's FEV1 and FEV1% predicted
results on the high visibility display

• Calculates and displays the "Lung Age" estimation

• Accurate and simple to use, providing health professionals with
a useful mass-screening tool to help reduce the burden of
chronic lung disease

Carefusion Pulmolife
Carefusion MicroGard Filters
MicroGard Filter Adaptors
Required to ensure the filters fit snugly to the Screener
Nose Clips
Paediatric Adaptor

Quantity

1
Box of 50
Box of 10
5
1

Cat No

71436
71438
72084
71003
71426

€Ex VAT

€Inc VAT

6.60
6.15

8.12
7.56

115.38
52.31
26.00

Call us freephone for details of our installation, calibration, service and repair options

141.92
64.34
31.98
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// NEBULISERS //
Nebuliser - Turboneb

• The highest flow rate of any Medix compressor for fast drug
delivery

• Can efficiently nebulise viscous medications such as antibiotics
on a frequent basis, as well as bronchodilators and
corticosteroids

• Continuously rated for demanding use

• Versatile enough to be used for all age groups.

• Typical Dynamic Flow and Pressure: 10.5 L/min@20 psi /1.38
bar

• Nebulisation Time: 2-5 min for 2.5ml

Dimensions: 210mm x 185mm x 185mm. Weight: 2.7kg.
Turboneb
Disposable Adult Masks
Disposable Paediatric Masks

ASK US ABOUT...

Quantity

Pack of 25
Pack of 25

Cat No

71154
71131
71132

€Ex VAT

231.00
68.00
72.00

€Inc VAT

284.13
83.64
88.56

True Integration of
equipment and practice
management software
Promed has worked with Socrates, Helix Practice
Manager and Healthone, to save you time and
overheads, through ‘TRUE INTEGRATION’ of your
ECG, ABPM, Spirometer and Holter.
‘TRUE INTEGRATION’ means data is taken,
transferred and saved to your patient file in just
3 steps! Save time and effort!

46
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// PULSE OXIMETERS //
Pulse Oximeter - ri-fox® N

• Small mobile finger pulse oximeter with integrated sensor

• LED display of %SpO2, perfusion and pulse
• Simple and fast measurement

• Battery status indication (Standard AAA batteries included)

Cat No

ri-fox® N Pulse Oximeter

71107

€Ex VAT

120.00

€Inc VAT

147.60

Pulse Oximeter - M-Pulse Lite
• Lightweight, portable and easy to operate

• Universal finger clip suitable for adults and children

• LED display

• Utilises 2 AAA batteries (supplied)

M-Pulse Lite Oximeter
M-Pulse Carry Case

Cat No

71014
71016

€Ex VAT

99.00
10.08

€Inc VAT

121.77
12.39

Pulse Oximeter - M-Pulse Paediatric
• Specifically designed for paediatric use with a smaller fingertip
dimension than other pulse oximeters

• Features a low-energy, highly legible OLED display with 10
brightness levels for use in virtually any environment

• Features 6 display modes and measures and shows SpO2, pulse
rate and pleth waveform

• Automatically switches off when the finger is removed from the
unit for more than 8 seconds

M-Pulse Paediatric Oximeter

Cat No

71351

€Ex VAT

99.00

Call us freephone for details of our installation, calibration, service and repair options

€Inc VAT

121.77
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Thinking of ways to save time in your
practice and improve workflow?
Ask us about faster patient data management, stock
control systems, ECG over-read reports and more...

YOU TOLD US...
In Feb 2016 Promed commissioned a
survey of 265 GPs. One of the things you
told us was that you would like to learn
more about time saving practices and
workflow improvements.
Call us today and see how we can help
you save time and effort in your practice.

Think Promed.
Call 1800 619 619.

5
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Specialist area:
ENT ...................49-61

So, what services do you want to provide?
Here are some suggestions for equipment you may need to
provide ENT services

Welch Allyn diagnostic sets .................50 - 54
Wall mounted systems ...............................55
Tympanometer ...........................................56
Riester Diagnostic sets...............................57
Audiometry .................................................60
Thermometer ..............................................60
Ear Irrigation ...............................................61
Other specialist areas:

Cardiac Screening.................................27-37
COPD and Respiratory .........................39-47
Minor Surgery........................................63-66
Point of Care Testing .............................67-75
Ultrasound .............................................77-79

Call us freephone for details of our installation, calibration, service and repair options
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ENT Diagnostic Set - Professional

• The otoscope's fibre optics produce cool light
with no reflections and wide-angle viewing makes
instrumentation under magnification possible

• Halogen HPX lamps give bright, white light output,
letting you see true tissue colour and consistent,
long-lasting illumination

• The unique Welch Allyn coaxial ophthalmoscope
improves visibility for the clinician and enables more
accurate examinations

• Easier entry into undilated pupils, and a larger field of
view versus standard ophthalmoscopes

• The coaxial phthalmoscope has 28 focusing lenses with
a range of -25 to +40 dioptres

• Otoscope can be purchased seperately

Size

Quantity

Professional Otoscope
Supplied in a zipper case
Professional Set
Supplied with fibre optic otoscope head/coaxial ophthalmoscope head, 1 C battery handle and a zipper case
Reusable Ear Specula
Set of 4
Disposable Ear Specula
2.75mm
Pack of 850
Disposable Ear Specula
4.25mm
Pack of 850
Spare Halogen Otoscope Bulb
03100
1
Spare LED Otoscope Bulb
03100-LED
1
Spare Halogen Ophthalmoscope Bulb 04900
1
Spare LED Ophthalmoscope Bulb
04900-LED
1
C 1.5V Battery
1

ASK US ABOUT...

Cat No

73012
34070
34099
34084
34085
34096
73017
34095
73018
16537

€Ex VAT

€Inc VAT

295.00

362.85

179.00
8.70
42.00
42.00
29.00
69.00
39.00
75.00
1.90

220.17
10.70
51.66
51.66
35.67
84.87
47.97
92.25
2.34

our exclusive, market
leading brands
Promed is the sole authorised distributor for
Primary Care in Ireland for the following leading
brands, to name but a few:
Carefusion, Customed, Lec, Welch Allyn, Riester
and many more....
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• New Welch Allyn Elite ENT diagnostic set with
LED illumination

• Patented Welch Allyn LED technology has been
developed to provide the most accurate colour
rendition

• 3.5V LED coaxial ophthalmoscope head
features:
* 18 aperature/filter combinations

* 28 focusing lenses

* Cobalt blue, red free and polarising filters
Elite LED Set
LED Otoscope Head
LED Ophthalmoscope Head
Reusable Ear Specula
Disposable Ear Specula
Disposable Ear Specula
Spare LED Otoscope Bulb
Spare LED Ophthalmoscope Bulb

ASK US ABOUT...

Size

2.75mm
4.25mm
03100-LED
04900-LED

SURGERY FIT OUT: ENT

ENT Diagnostic Set - LED Elite

• 3.5V LED diagnostic otoscope head features:
* Fibre optics

* Wide angle viewing which makes
instrumentation under magnification possible

* A throat illuminator

• Supplied in a hard plastic case with 1 C battery
handle

• Note: LED Otoscope and Ophthalmoscope
heads may also be purchased separately
Quantity

Set of 4
Pack of 850
Pack of 850
1
1

Cat No

72278
72779
72780
34099
34084
34085
73017
73018

€Ex VAT

672.00
250.00
320.00
8.70
42.00
42.00
69.00
75.00

€Inc VAT

826.56
307.50
393.60
10.70
51.66
51.66
84.87
92.25

Stock Control system
DID YOU KNOW that consumables typically account
for between 6 to 10% of total costs of running a
practice?
Our stock control system allows you to hold lower
levels of stock, freeing up cash flow. You will be
able to track your spend, record expiry dates and
know exactly what you have in stock at all times.

Call us freephone for details of our installation, calibration, service and repair options
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ENT Diagnostic Set - Elite Rechargeable

• Halogen HPX coaxial ophthalmoscope for easier shadow-free
viewing

• Double sealed dust free ophthalmoscope optics

• Fibre optic otoscope with halogen HPX lamp for brilliant
shadow free illumination

• Integral throat illuminator

• Lithium ion rechargeable battery handles

• 5 reusable ear specula supplied

Size

Quantity

Elite Rechargeable Set
Supplied with two lithium ion battery handles and a double desk top charger/transformer
Elite Rechargeable Set
Supplied with one lithium ion battery handle and a single desk top charger/transformer
Reusable Ear Specula
Set of 4
Disposable Ear Specula
2.75mm
Pack of 850
Disposable Ear Specula
4.25mm
Pack of 850
Spare Halogen Otoscope Bulb
03100
1
Spare LED Otoscope Bulb
03100-LED
1
Spare Halogen Ophthalmoscope Bulb 04900
1
Spare LED Ophthalmoscope Bulb
04900-LED
1

Cat No

34072
34071
34099
34084
34085
34096
73017
34095
73018

€Ex VAT

€Inc VAT

674.00

829.02

899.00
8.70
42.00
42.00
29.00
69.00
39.00
75.00

1105.77

10.70
51.66
51.66
35.67
84.87
47.97
92.25

Otoscope - Macroview

• Twice the field of view with a nearly full view of the tympanic
membrane

• 30% greater magnification than a traditional otoscope

• Better clarity and definition of landmarks

• Ability to focus for variable ear canal lengths or far sighted eyes

• Tip grip for secure fastening of ear specula, along with ejection
feature for specula disposal

• Otoscope head and handle sold separately.
Macroview Otoscope Head
Macroview Otoscope Head
Rechargeable Handle + Base
Reusable Ear Specula
Disposable Ear Specula
Disposable Ear Specula
Spare Halogen Bulb
Spare LED Bulb

52

With Halogen HPX Bulb
With LED Bulb
2.75mm
4.25mm
06500-U
06500-LED

Quantity

Set of 4
Pack of 850
Pack of 850
1
1

Cat No

73003
72285
26135
34099
34084
34085
26131
73002

€Ex VAT

265.00
305.00
320.00
8.70
42.00
42.00
36.20
69.00

Call freephone 1800 619 619 for tips and advice on setting up new patient services

€Inc VAT

325.95
347.97
393.60
10.70
51.66
51.66
44.53
84.87
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Digital Otoscope - Digital Macroview

• The Welch Allyn Digital MarcoView Otoscope is a simple device
that lets you see, explain and save digital images of the ear

• Offering clear, live and still images of the ear canal and tympanic
membrane, it is a valuable tool in support of the treatment and
management of your patients ears

• Easy to learn and use, the Digital MacroView is a plug and play
system requiring no additional purchase of software.

• Zoom feature for enhanced viewing

• Digital images can be saved in patient records or shared with
other medical professionals as visual descriptive references

• Head and handle sold separately

Size

Digital Otoscope Head
Supplied with 3M USB cable and a set of 4 reusable specula
Rechargeable Handle + Base
Reusable Ear Specula
Disposable Ear Specula
2.75mm
Disposable Ear Specula
4.25mm
Spare Halogen Bulb
06500-U
Spare LED Bulb
06500-LED

ASK US ABOUT...

Quantity

Set of 4
Pack of 850
Pack of 850
1
1

Cat No

73001
26135
34099
34084
34085
26131
73002

€Ex VAT

€Inc VAT

320.00
8.70
42.00
42.00
36.20
69.00

393.60
10.70
51.66
51.66
44.53
84.87

1090.00

1340.70

Promed Advance
What does Promed Advance give me, in a nutshell?
High quality equipment, instantly available, without
any deposit required, with full installation, training
& support provided by qualified Service Engineers.
It also includes payment plans, true integration of
equipment &devices and a free equipment service!

Call us freephone for details of our installation, calibration, service and repair options
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Diagnostic Desk System - Welch Allyn Green Series

• For everything you need for patient examinations is available in
one convenient desk system

• Supplied with Aneroid BP, Flexiport Adult Cuff, ThermoScan Pro
4000 Thermometer, choice of ENT set configurations, charging
base and storage area

• Sets can be purchased with a full ENT set configuration or with
just a choice of otoscopes

• MacroView or 3.5V Diagnostic otoscope configurations available

• Full ENT set includes a 3.5 V Diagnostic Otoscope and 3.5V
Coaxial Ophthalmoscope

• Full ENT Set supplied with Ni-Cad Handles, while Otoscope only
sets are supplied with either Ni-Cad or Lithium Ion Handles

Type

Cat No

€Ex VAT

€Inc VAT

Diagnostic Desk System
Full ENT Configuration
72132
1260.00 1549.80
Supplied withAneroid BP,FlexiportAdult Cuff,ThermoScan Pro 4000Thermometer,3.5V Diagnostic Otoscope Head,3.5V Coaxial Ophthalmoscope Head and 2 Ni-Cad Handles
Diagnostic Desk System
3.5V Otoscope
No Ophthalmoscope
72133
850.00 1045.50
Supplied with Aneroid BP, Flexiport Adult Cuff, ThermoScan Pro 4000 Thermometer, 3.5V Diagnostic Otoscope Head and Ni-Cad Handle
Diagnostic Desk System
Macroview Otoscope
No Ophthalmoscope
72134
999.00 1228.77
Supplied with Aneroid BP, Flexiport Adult Cuff, ThermoScan Pro 4000 Thermometer, Macroview Otoscope Head and Ni-Cad Handle
Diagnostic Desk System
3.5V Otoscope
No Ophthalmoscope
72135
910.00 1119.30
Supplied with Aneroid BP, Flexiport Adult Cuff, ThermoScan Pro 4000 Thermometer, 3.5V Diagnostic Otoscope Head and Lithium Ion Handle
Diagnostic Desk System
Macroview Otoscope
No Ophthalmoscope
72136
1170.00 1439.10
Supplied with Aneroid BP, Flexiport Adult Cuff, ThermoScan Pro 4000 Thermometer, Macroview Otoscope Head and Lithium Ion Handle
Reusable Ear Specula
Set of 4
34099
8.70
10.70
2.75mm Disposable Ear Specula
Pack of 850
34084
42.00
51.66
4.25mm Disposable Ear Specula
Pack of 850
34085
42.00
51.66
3.5V Otoscope Halogen Bulb
03100
1
34096
29.00
35.67
3.5V Otoscope LED Bulb
03100-LED
1
73017
69.00
84.87
Macroview Halogen Bulb
06500
1
26131
36.20
44.53
Macroview LED Bulb
06500-LED
1
73002
69.00
84.87
Halogen Ophthalmoscope Bulb
04900
1
34095
39.00
47.97
LED Ophthalmoscope Bulb
04900-LED
1
73018
75.00
92.25

ASK US ABOUT...

Certification & Reporting
Our engineers will provide:
• Printed pass/fail certificates for each item.
• Supporting result documentation including
charts and printed equipment readouts.

54
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// WALL MOUNTED DIAGNOSTIC SETS //
Integrated Wall System - 777 Green Series

• Help reduce practice costs with an energy efficient device

• Standardise your facility with a sturdy, predrilled mounting
board that mounts easily to any wall

• Help improve workflow with contoured handles that
automatically turn on/off

• Sets supplied with a BP Monitor and ear specula
dispenser
• Two different configurations available

• SureTemp thermometer sold separately
Cat No

€Ex VAT

Integrated Wall System - Elite
73114
998.00
Supplied with coaxial ophthalmoscope, diagnostic otoscope, 767 aneroid BP, ear specula dispenser and wall mounting board
Integrated Wall System + ProBP
73117
2299.00
Supplied with coaxial ophthalmoscope, Macroview otoscope, ProBP digital BP monitor, ear specula dispenser and wall mounting board
SureTemp Thermometer
Wall Mounted
73118
270.00

€Inc VAT

1227.54
2827.77
332.10

Integrated Wall System - Connex

• Physical assessment and vital signs documentation in
one convenient system

• Adult, paediatric and neonatal blood pressure modes

• SureTemp Plus oral/auxillary or Braun ThermoScan
Pro 4000 ear thermometry depending on
configuration

• Programmable visual and audible alarms for
BP, SP02, temperature and pulse

• Fast 15 second NIBP and pulse rate

• Nellcor pulse oximetry

• NIBP interval monitoring mode, including
customisable interval programes

• Macroview otoscope and either a coaxial or Panoptic
ophthalmoscope depending on configuration
Cat No

€Ex VAT

Connex System 1
73119
5150.00
Supplied with NIBP, Nellcor pulse oximetry, Braun ear thermometer, Macroview otoscope, coaxial ophthalmoscope and cuff storage
Connex System 2
73120
5400.00
Supplied with NIBP, Nellcor pulse oximetry, SureTemp thermometer, Macroview otoscope, PanOptic ophthalmoscope and cuff storage

Call us freephone for details of our installation, calibration, service and repair options

€Inc VAT

6334.50
6642.00
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// TYMPANOMETER //
Tympanometer - MicroTymp 3

• Diagnosing otitis media is now made easier with the
MicroTymp3.

• Whether fluid in the ear is visible or not, it produces
an accurate, objective measurement of middle ear
status for patients of all ages, including infants less than
six months

• Tests in seconds so is ideal for young or uncooperative
patients
Size

MicroTymp 3 (Handle Only)
Supplied with handle, battery and tip box with 2 tips of each size
MicroTymp 3 (Includes Charger)
Supplied with handle, battery, printer/charger, tip box with 2 tips of each size
MicroTymp 3 Tip Box
MicroTymp3 Tips
7mm
MicroTymp3 Tips
9mm
MicroTymp3 Tips
12mm
MicroTymp3 Tips
16mm
1000Hz Documentation Cards
Thermal Printer Paper
MicroTymp3 Battery

ASK US ABOUT...
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• Also helps detect perforated tympanic membrane,
ossicular disruption, tympanosclerosis, patent
tympanostomy, otosclerosis and cholesteatoma

• Foreground and background contrast LCD screen for
easy viewing

• Charging stand has inbuilt printer (Can be purchased
with or without charging stand)
Quantity

2 Tips of Each Size
4
4
4
4
100
5 Rolls

Cat No

€Ex VAT

€Inc VAT

3300.00

4059.00

73021

1900.00

73023
73024
73025
73026
73027
73029
73030
73028

14.40
13.40
13.40
12.40
13.40
17.50
97.00
106.00

73022

2337.00
17.71
16.48
16.48
15.25
16.48
21.53
119.31
130.38

our service & repair options!
No job is too big or too small for our friendly Service team!

Call freephone 1800 619 619 for tips and advice on setting up new patient services
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// RIESTER ENT DIAGNOSTIC SETS //
ENT Diagnostic Sets - e-scope®

• Modern range of ENT diagnostic instruments from
Riester

• Otoscopes and ophthalmoscopes available with all
illumination types from basic direct vacuum up to the
state of the art fibre optic LED

• The LED illumination is available in both the otoscope
and ophthalmoscope.

• LED technology provides low-reflection, bright white
light which ensures colour neutral illumination in
addition to improved colour differentiation

• All sets are powered from conventional alkaline AA
batteries

• Otoscopes have a 3x magnifying pivoting lens and
utilise disposable ear specula

• Ophthalmoscopes have a dioptre display, easy to use
aperature wheel, spectacle protection and dust
protection

• Instruments can be purchased seperately or in sets
• Colour: Black (White also available to order)

e-scope® Otoscope
Direct Illumination. Supplied in a pouch.
e-scope® Otoscope
Direct Illumination. Supplied in a pouch.
e-scope® Otoscope
Fibre Optic Illumination. Supplied in a case.
e-scope® Otoscope
Fibre Optic Illumination. Supplied in a case.
e-scope® Ophthalmoscope
Supplied in a pouch.
e-scope® Ophthalmoscope
Supplied in a case.
e-scope® Ophthalmoscope
Supplied in a case.
e-scope® Otoscope/Ophthal Set
Direct Illumination. Supplied in a pouch.
e-scope® Otoscope/Ophthal Set
Fibre Optic Illumination. Supplied in a case.
e-scope® Otoscope/Ophthal Set
Fibre Optic Illumination. Supplied in a case.
Disposable Ear Specula
Disposable Ear Specula
AA Battery
e-scope Otoscope Bulb
e-scope Otoscope Bulb
e-scope Otoscope Bulb
e-scope Otoscope Bulb
e-scope Ophthalmoscope Bulb
e-scope Ophthalmoscope Bulb
e-scope Ophthalmoscope Bulb

Type

Cat No

Vacuum 2.7V

71134

XL 2.5V

71138

HL 2.5V

71136

LED 3.7V

Vacuum 2.7V
LED 3.7V

XL 2.5V/HL 2.5V
LED 3.7V
2.5mm
4mm

Vacuum 2.7V (10488)
HL 2.5V (10489)
XL 2.5V (10600)
LED 3.7V (14041)
Vacuum 2.7V (14050)
HL 2.5V (10605)
LED 3.7V (14051)

62.73

75.00

92.25

132.84

71144

131.00

161.13

71148

132.00

71150
Pack of 100
Pack of 100
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

51.00

51.66

108.00

71146

Vacuum 2.7V

€Inc VAT

42.00

71140
71142

HL 2.5V

€Ex VAT

71152
71191
71193
16536
67136
62465
71197
71195
71196
65734
71198

98.00

153.00
189.00
240.00
12.30
8.90
1.50
10.25
12.55
13.00
45.00
11.00
19.19
48.00

Call us freephone for details of our installation, calibration, service and repair options

120.54
188.19
162.36
232.47
295.20

15.13
10.95
1.85
12.61
15.44
15.99
55.35
13.53
23.60
59.04
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ENT Diagnostic Sets - ri-scope® L1/L2
L2 Otoscope

L2 Ophthalmoscope

L1/L2 Ent Set.

• High performance and user friendly instruments
• HL 2.5V illumination

• L2 fibre optic otoscope has optical glass, reduced
reflection and bi-directional swivelling

• L1 ophthalmoscope has a 29 corrective lens diopter
wheel and easy to operate aperature hand wheel
with semi-circle, fixation star, slit and red-free filter

• Bayonet fittings on instrument heads for fast and
secure removal/attachment of handles

L1/L2 Rechargeable Set

Size

• AA battery handle (1 handle per set)

• Sets supplied in a hard protective case
• Rechargeable set also available

Quantity

Cat No

ri-scope® L2 Otoscope
66400
ri-scope® L1 Ophthalmoscope
66403
ri-scope®L1/L2 ENT Set
66406
Supplied with AA battery handle, L2 otoscope head and L1 ophthalmoscope head
ri-scope®L1/L2 Rechargeable
66407
Supplied with AA battery handle, L2 otoscope head and L1 ophthalmoscope head, charger and ri-accu rechargeable battery
Extra Rechargeable AA Handle
1
91390
Battery must be purchased seperately.
ri-accu® Rechargeable Battery
1
61690
Disposable Specula
2mm
Pack of 100
62470
Disposable Specula
2.5mm
Pack of 100
62471
Disposable Specula
3mm
Pack of 100
62472
Disposable Specula
4mm
Pack of 100
62473
Disposable Specula
5mm
Pack of 100
62474
L2 Otoscope Bulb
1
65740
10600
10605
L1 Ophthalmoscope Bulb
1
65734
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€Ex VAT

€Inc VAT

526.96

648.16

170.15
203.69
294.28
44.64
29.12
12.79
12.79
8.90
8.90
8.90
15.99
19.19

Call freephone 1800 619 619 for tips and advice on setting up new patient services

209.28
250.54
361.96
54.91
35.82
15.73
15.73
10.95
10.95
10.95
19.67
23.60
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Diagnostic Set Wall Mounted - ri-former® LED System

• Two standard sets available (with or without
BP Monitor)

• The LED illumination for otoscopes and 3.5v
xenon illumination for ophthalmoscopes supply
daylight conditions
• The LED illumination in the otoscope provides
bright white light with a lifetime of at least
10,000 hours

• The otoscope head has an easy to operate
SpecEjec specula ejection device.

• The non-slip ergonomically designed handles
with rheotronic® allow for infinitely variable
regulation of brightness
• Spiral cords extendable up to 3m.

• Both sets supplied with integrated clock and ear
specula dispenser
Quantity

Cat No

€Ex VAT

€Inc VAT

Wall Mounted ri-former® LED
with Aneroid BP Monitor
67139
831.38 1022.59
Includes an LED diagnostic station with 2 handles, an L3 otoscope head, an L3 ophthalmoscope head, a big ben aneroid BP monitor and a ri-spec ear
specula dispenser
Wall Mounted ri-former® LED
without Aneroid BP Monitor
92013
738.09
907.85
Includes an LED diagnostic station with 2 handles, an L3 otoscope head, an L3 ophthalmoscope head, and a ri-spec ear specula dispenser
L3 Otoscope Disposable Specula
2mm
Pack of 100
65804
12.30
15.13
L3 Otoscope Disposable Specula
3mm
Pack of 100
65810
8.90
10.95
L3 Otoscope Disposable Specula
4mm
Pack of 100
65806
8.90
10.95
L3 Otoscope Disposable Specula
5mm
Pack of 100
65807
8.90
10.95
Spare L2 Ophthalmoscope Bulb
10608
1
65738
21.50
26.45
Spare L3 Otoscope Bulb
10599
1
65748
20.72
25.49

Call us freephone for details of our installation, calibration, service and repair options
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// AUDIOMETRY //
Audiometer - Audioscope 3

• Uses halogen light and fibre optics for brilliant view of the
tympanic membrane and ear canal before and during hearing
screening

• Offers choice of 3 screening levels -- 20 dB HL, 25 dB HL, and
40 dB HL -- at 500, 1000, 2000, and 4000 Hz to suit all ages
• Has a built-in 1000 Hz pretone, so your patients can "practice"
listening before they're screened

• Tones are presented at random intervals for objectivity

• Lightweight and hand-held for complete portability

• Unique ear-tip design eliminates the need for headphones

Cat No

Audioscope 3
With stand and transformer
Rechargeable Battery

15262
15256

€Ex VAT

€Inc VAT

69.80

85.85

1099.00

1351.77

// THERMOMETERS //
Ear Thermometer - Thermoscan Pro 6000
• Innovative PerfecTemp™ technology adjusts for variability in
probe placement

• ExacTemp™ technology detects stability of the probe during
measurement

• Designed to take quick and accurate readings, to improve patient
satisfaction

• 60 second pulse timer assists with manual measurement of pulse
rate, respiration

• Electronic security features help prevent theft, loss

• Small or large cradles for probe cover storage that pop-up for
easy attachment

• Optional charging station stores 200 probe covers, with
rechargeable battery
Quantity

Thermoscan Pro 6000
1
Includes 2 x AA batteries, 20 ear probe covers, protection cover and user manual
Probe Covers
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Cat No

10086
10087

€Ex VAT

€Inc VAT

14.00

17.22

199.00

Call freephone 1800 619 619 for tips and advice on setting up new patient services

244.77
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// PROPULSE EAR CARE //
Propulse NG Ear Irrigator
• Electronic ear irrigator intended for the the removal of
cerumen, keratin or any other (non-hygroscopic) foreign body from the human ear
• Supplied with the patented Quick Release Handle
which utilises QrX Single-Use Tips

• The QrXsystem locks the tip into place during use,
making this the most operator friendly Propulse to
date

• The operation of the Propulse NG is
controlled by the convenient footswitch, allowing the
machine to be operated hands free.

• Its variable pressure delivery system
provides a pulsed water jet, which is easily controlled

• The flow of water can be stopped by fully depressing
the water jet stop button. Water flow resumes when it
is released.

• Quiet operation helps improve patient experience
during the ear care procedure.

• Propulse NG QrX Single Use Tips and Propulse
Cleaning Tablets ensure that the risk of cross infection
between patients is minimised.

Propulse NG
Supplied with internal rechargeable power pack, footswitch, 10 Qrx Single Use Tips and user manual
100 QrX Single Use Tips
For Propulse NG Only
200 Cleaning Tablets
For all Propulse Models
Carry Case
For all Propulse Models
100 Disposable Jet Tips
For Propulse II and III
Spare Mushroom Valve & Washer
Pack of 5
Suitable for all Propulse models
Spare Footswitch
Suitable for all Propulse models
Spare Reservoir Tank
For Propulse NG
Spare Reservoir Tank
For Propulse III
ProTect Capes
Pack of 36
ProScoop Wax Removal Scoops
Pack of 50

Cat No

68905
68906
15004
15451
15003
15454
15204
68907
15399
71128
71129

€Ex VAT

€Inc VAT

62.00
25.30
67.31
66.15
18.25

76.26
31.12
82.79
81.36
22.45

205.80

31.29
27.83
31.80
18.15
59.36

Call us freephone for details of our installation, calibration, service and repair options

253.13

38.49
34.23
39.11
22.32
73.01
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Thinking of investing in new
surgery uniforms for your staff?
Ask for a copy of our brand new uniform catalogue
with a wide variety of styles, colours and details ...

Think Promed.
Call 1800 619 619.
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Specialist area:
Minor Surgery and
Dermatology ....63-66

So, what services do you want to provide?
Here are some suggestions for equipment you may need to
provide Minor Surgery services

Dermatology ...............................................64
Electrosurgery ............................................65
Suction .......................................................66

Other specialist areas:

Cardiac Screening.................................27-37
COPD and Respiratory .........................39-47
ENT .......................................................49-61
Point of Care Testing .............................67-75
Ultrasound .............................................77-79

Call us freephone for details of our installation, calibration, service and repair options
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// DERMATOLOGY //
Cryosurgery - CryoPro Liquid Nitrogen Applicator

• Used for spray or contact application of liquid
nitrogen

• Outstanding performance in terms of safety, ease of
operation and reliability

• Very low cost per treatment

• Excellent cosmetic results

• Supplied with a set of spray applicators which are
suitable for
treating the most common lesions

• Treatable conditions include verruca vulgaris, lentigo,
molluscum contagiosum, naevus, skin tags etc

Promed Advance Package
Includes a CryoPro Maxi + 6 spray tips, a 25L dewar, a withdrawal device and a lexan disc
CryoPro Maxi + 6 Spray Tips
CryoPro Carrying Bag
Bent Spray Extension
Lexan Disc with 4 Cones

Cat No

76015
21430
21431
21437
62161

€Ex VAT

€Inc VAT

749.89
48.10
49.63
40.33

922.36
59.16
61.04
49.61

2127.69

2617.06

Dermatoscope - DermLite II Pro HR

• Works as a stand alone pocket dermatoscope or it can be
attached to a digital camera

• Button activated light intensity adjustment from either 16 or 32
LEDs giving a maximum output of 1800 footcandles

• The largest lens in its class: 25mm

• Can be used with or without immersion fluids

• Retractable spacer with removable faceplate (with 10mm scale)

• Supplied with leather belt case, aluminium presentation box and
battery charger.

DermLite II Pro HR

64

Cat No

60016

€Ex VAT

1175.23

€Inc VAT

1445.53

Call freephone 1800 619 619 for tips and advice on setting up new patient services
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// ELECTROSURGERY //
Electrosurgery - Hyfrecator 2000

• Affordable electro-surgery in general practice

• Provides coagulation, dessication and fulguration
for many applications: dermatology (warts,
spider veins, skin tags and moles etc);
gynaecology, urology and vasectomy

• Memory to store up to 3 power settings

• Digital one-tenth incremental control in the
critical 0 - 10 Watt range

• Digital display of power output
Hyfrecator 2000
Hyfrecator 2000
Electrolase Tips
Electrolase Tips
Electrolase Tips
Electrolase Tips
Bipolar Forceps + Cable
Mobile Pedestal Stand
Disposable Sheaths
For the Hyfrecator handpiece and cable
Hyfrecator Training CD

Type

With Foot Control
Sharp + Non-Sterile
Sharp + Sterile
Blunt + Non-Sterile
Blunt + Sterile

• Finger tip up/down power control

• Dual microprocessors: one to control the
function and output of the Hyfrecator, the
second to terminate activation if a hazard or
safety issue is detected

• Supplied with electrolase tips, wall mounted kit,
video and manual

• The optional bipolar forceps can be used only
with the foot control model
Quantity

1
1
Pack of
Pack of
Pack of
Pack of
1
1
Pack of
1

Cat No

100
50
100
50
25

16190
16191
16192
16193
16194
16195
16196
16197
16199
60620

€Ex VAT

€Inc VAT

50.00

61.50

1850.00
2200.00
102.00
102.00
102.00
170.01
310.00
475.17
137.09

Call us freephone for details of our installation, calibration, service and repair options

2275.50
2706.00
125.46
125.46
125.46
209.12
381.30
584.46
168.62
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// SUCTION UNIT //
Suction Machine - OB 2012

• Compact and easy to use suction unit

• Air flow >30L per minute

• Adjustable suction with analogue gauge 0-800
mbar (80 kPA)

• Supplied with reusable 1000ml jar

• Operable and rechargeable through any 12V DC
vehicle source

• 220V battery charger supplied seperately
Dimensions: 35 x 10 x 24.5cm. Weight: 4.9kgs
Suction Unit
Mains Battery Charger
Bacterial Filter
Single use only

ASK US ABOUT...

Cat No

69511
69512
69513

€Ex VAT

1150.00
170.00
12.00

€Inc VAT

1414.50
209.10
14.76

our range of procedure
packs and single use
instruments
Promed has a wide range of consumables and
single use instruments, call us today for details on
freephone 1800 619 619 or log on to our website
www.promed.ie
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Specialist area:
Point of Care
Testing..............67-75

So, what services do you want to provide?
Here are some suggestions for equipment you may need to
provide Point of Care Testing

INR testing..................................................68
Diabetes Management ...............................70
Dopplers .....................................................72
Ankle-brachial Index - diagnosis of PAD ....73
ECG............................................................74
Other specialist areas:

Cardiac Screening.................................27-37
COPD and Respiratory .........................39-47
ENT .......................................................49-61
Minor Surgery........................................63-66
Ultrasound .............................................77-79

Call us freephone for details of our installation, calibration, service and repair options
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// INR TESTING //
INR Testing - CoaguChek XS Plus

• Enables healthcare professionals to measure PT/INR
values within one minute with a drop of capillary blood
(10µl) from the fingertip

• Fully graphical touch screen, simple set up and intuitive
menu allow for easy and efficient handling

• Choice between top dosing and two side dosing
options offers an easier application of blood

CoaguChek XS Plus
CoaguChek XS Plus Strips
CoaguChek XS Plus Strips
CoaguChek XS Plus PT Control
Safe T Pro Plus Lancets

68

Quantity

1
Box of 24
Box of 48
1 Bottle
Box of 200

• On board single channel strip control to automatically
check each strip's integrity

• Easy to use integrated data management functions and
memory for up to 500 results from patients

• Mains and battery power supply for clinic or home visit
use

Cat No

61410
61411
61412
61413
67230

€Ex VAT

1398.00
118.40
175.00
25.75
53.28

Call freephone 1800 619 619 for tips and advice on setting up new patient services

€Inc VAT

1719.54
145.63
215.25
31.67
65.53
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Xprecia Stride Coagulation Analyzer

The Xprecia Stride analyzer is designed specifically to
meet the needs of today’s healthcare professionals and
address the key areas of importance in POC testing.

• Efficiency: Design is compact and portable to enable
fast, efficient patient testing at the point of care. Test
requires only small sample applied at tip of strip

• Usability: Touchscreen features include bright-color
interface with step-by-step instructions help guide the
user. Lot calibration using integrated bar-code reader

• Accuracy: Lab confirmatory testing may be reduced
because of good correlation to lab results. Bar-code
scanner offers patient and operator ID entry

• Safety: Test strip eject button reduces potential
biohazard exposure. Operator lockout feature restricts
analyzer use to trained staff only

• Siemens hemostasis quality from lab to
point of care: Xprecia™ PT/INR test strips and
Siemens’ central lab analyzers use the same Dade®
Innovin® reagent and QC

Xprecia Stride

Cat No

72800

€Ex VAT

1175.23

Call us freephone for details of our installation, calibration, service and repair options

€Inc VAT

1445.53
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// DIABETES MANAGEMENT //
Cholesterol and Glucose Testing - Accutrend Plus GC

• Flexible, hand-held point of care device for rapid and easy
detection of glucose and cholesterol

• Results are available for cholesterol in 180 seconds and glucose
in 12 seconds

• With it's built-in automatic performance and meter self-testing
the Accutrend Plus GC conducts multiple safety checks to
prevent against potential errors and malfunction

• Code strips with positive strip lot identification and parameter
recognition are used to calibrate the device

• Reliable data handling and monitoring: up to 100 results can be
stored with date, time and additional information for each
parameter
Quantity

Cat No

€Ex VAT

€Inc VAT

Accutrend Plus GC System Kit
1
67220
333.67
410.41
Supplied with the Accutrend Plus GC, 25 Glucose test strips, 25 Cholesterol test strips, 200 Safe T Pro Plus lancets and a hard black plastic case
Glucose Strips
Box of 25
69990
18.20
22.39
Cholesterol Strips
Box of 25
67223
76.43
94.01
Glucose Control
2 x 4ml Bottles
67226
19.57
24.07
Cholesterol Control
1 x 1.5ml Bottle
67227
16.69
20.53
Safe T Pro Plus Lancets
Box of 200
67230
53.28
65.53

DCA Vantage (Siemens)

• Monitor glycemic control and diabetes complications using an
analyzer designed to make consultations easier. Fast, actionable
test results enable you to determine the effectiveness of a
treatment plan, make therapeutic adjustments with confidence,
and be more certain whether patients are complying with your
recommendations.
• HbA1c from a small (1 µL) whole blood sample in 6 minutes

• Albumin, Creatinine, and Albumin-to-Creatinine (A:C) ratio from
a urine specimen in 7 minutes

• Detect early kidney disease

• Improve workflow in the office or clinic – self-contained
cartridges facilitate easy, walkaway operation after sample loading.
No sample or reagent preparation required

• Simplify management of diabetes testing in decentralized settings
DCA Vantage

70

Further information available on request

€Ex VAT

1175.23

Call freephone 1800 619 619 for tips and advice on setting up new patient services

€Inc VAT

1445.53
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cobas b 101 system

• Enhancing patient care at the point of need with
combined HbA1c and lipid panel testing

• Supporting early detection and management of metabolic
syndrome, diabetes and dyslipidemia
• The cobas b 101 system offers single testing (HbA1c or
lipid panel, separately) as well as dual testing (HbA1c or
lipid panel, consecutively) with fast turnaround time.
Single HbA1c test result in less than 6 minutes, single
lipid panel result in approximately 6 minutes and dual
HbA1c and lipid panel results in 15 minutes

• Easy sample application from a single finger prick.
Requires only very small sample volumes, with self–filling
discs

• User friendly, with large touchscreen, full keyboard on
display and multiple language support.
Cat No

cobas b 101 system

73132

€Ex VAT

1175.23

€Inc VAT

1445.53

// URINE ANALYSIS //
Urine Analyser - Clinitek Status

• The easy and reliable way to do urinalysis and pregnancy
testing

• The intuitive touch screen provides unparalleled ease of
use

• The subjectivity of visual reading is eliminated, along with
potential errors in timing and transcription of results

• It has a 200 test memory that is downloadable and
includes Patient ID and information for
improved data management

• Prints results on paper for documented test records and
has a strip error checking ability

• Utilises the Clinitek range of reagent strips and the
Clinitek hCG tests

Clinitek Analyser
Thermal Printer Rolls
Multistix 10SG
Clinitek Microalbumin
Clinitest hCG

Quantity

1
5 Rolls
Box of 100 Strips
Box of 25 Strips
Box of 25 Tests

Cat No

25660
25661
14208
25663
25662

€Ex VAT

1421.08
70.62
41.80
94.66
166.12

Call us freephone for details of our installation, calibration, service and repair options

€Inc VAT

1747.93
86.86
51.41
116.43
204.33
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// DOPPLERS //
Dopplers - LifeDop

• Dual application dopplers - suitable for both
obstetric or vascular application

• All units accept the full range of LifeDop probes

• All obstetric or vascular probes have built in
electronics that provide excellent sensitivity
with complete interchangability

• Superior sound system using "Home Theatre"
quality speakers
Type

Probe

• Speakers are more robust than traditional
doppler speakers producing loud clear sound
quality

• Choice of display or non-display versions
• Choose a doppler with either a general
purpose obstetric or vascular probe

• Other probes suitable for your application may
be ordered with the doppler or ordered in the
future

LifeDop Without Display
With 3MHz Obstetric Probe
The 3MHz probe is suitable for early term and general purpose applications
LifeDop Without Display
With 8MHz Vascular Probe
The 8MHz probe is pencil style and suitable for general purpose vascular applications
LifeDop With Digital Display
With 3 MHz Obstetric Probe
The 3MHz probe is suitable for early term and general purpose applications
LifeDop With Digital Display
With 8MHz Vascular Probe
The 8MHz probe is pencil style and suitable for general purpose vascular applications.
Obstetric Probe
2MHz
Suitable for late term pregnancy
Obstetric Probe
3MHz
Suitable for early term pregnancy and general purpose applications
Vascular Probe
4MHz
Ultra wide beam
Vascular Probe
5MHz
Pencil style, deep vessels
Vascular Probe
8MHz
Pencil style, surface vessels
Carry Case

72

Cat No

62250
62251
62252
62253
62254
62255
62256
62257
62258
62259

€Ex VAT

€Inc VAT

461.72

567.92

461.72
612.39
612.39
203.42
203.42
203.42
203.42
203.42
26.91

Call freephone 1800 619 619 for tips and advice on setting up new patient services

567.92
753.24
753.24
250.21
250.21
250.21
250.21
250.21
33.10
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// ANKLE-BRACHIAL DEVICE FOR DIAGNOSIS OF P.A.D. //
MESI ABI

• The MESI ABI screening device has been developed
exclusively for use in primary care. The device
measures simultaneous measurement of arm and
ankle pressures, reducing the diagnostic time to
deliver accurate ankle brachial index (ABI) from
30 minutes to just 3 minutes.

• A clear, colour LCD display guides the user through
the operation of the unit, reducing training time and
improving patient outcomes.

• By reducing the time taken to carry out each test, the
number of patients who can be seen during a clinic

MESI ABI

can be increased tenfold – substantially reducing the
overall cost per patient.

• These features ensure that it is highly suitable for the
primary care sector as early diagnosis can be done
locally without the need for referrals to hospital.

• Package includes: ABPI MD device, Size M cuffs,
Charging cable and USB cable for PC connection

• Weight: 0.6Kg.

• Dimensions: 20 x 25 x 7.3 cm

Further information available on request

€Ex VAT

1175.23

Call us freephone for details of our installation, calibration, service and repair options
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// ECG MACHINES //
ECG - PC Based - custo cardio 110 Interpretive

For more
info, check out
our cardiac
screening
section pages
28 to 37!
• Interpretive 12 lead ECG acquisition via your
PC or laptop

• Integrates directly with HEALTH one, Helix
Practice Manager and Socrates

• Extremely portable and easy to use

• Displays the real-time ECG on-screen, instantly
performing a full set of measurements and
providing interpretation
• High quality recordings for viewing, printing or
comparing with previous ECGs

• ECG electrode quality indication function
allows user to ensure the electrodes are
sending a good signal
Suitable For

• Digital pacemaker detection

• ECG hard copies can be printed directly onto
A4 printer paper eliminating the need to use
costly thermal paper

• Bluetooth and USB cable versions available.
(USB cable is 2 metres long)

• The unit comes complete with the custo
diagnostic software which offers direct
integration of other custo med devices
including holter, spirometer and ABPM allowing
you to upgrade your diagnostic services over
time

custo cardio 110BT ECG
New custo-med Users
Bluetooth Version
Includes a Medical Operating System, an ECG Unit, ECG Software and 10 Alligator Clips
custo cardio 110BT ECG
Current custo-med Users
Bluetooth Version
Includes an ECG Unit, ECG Software and 10 Alligator Clips
custo cardio 110 ECG
New custo-med Users
Includes a Medical Operating System, an ECG Unit, ECG Software and 10 Alligator Clips
custo cardio 110 ECG
Current custo-med Users
Includes an ECG Unit, ECG Software and 10 Alligator Clips
Spare BT ECG Recorder
Spare ECG Recorder
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Cat No

€Ex VAT

€Inc VAT

2453.30

3017.56

71115

2626.63

71113

2626.63

71116
71114
70971
70970

2453.30
1816.60
1816.60

Call freephone 1800 619 619 for tips and advice on setting up new patient services

3230.75
3230.75
3017.56
2234.42
2234.42
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ECG - PC Based - Welch Allyn PRO

For more
info, check out
our cardiac
screening
section pages
28 to 37!

• 12 lead PC based interpretive ECG with
intuitive, easy-to-use and powerful
Windows®-based software

• Lead preview screen saves time and eliminates
repeat ECGs
• The programmable report formats can be
printed on plain paper so there is no need for
expensive thermal paper and no more fading
problems
• Overlay previous ECGs to spot differences
• Interpret and edit report on screen

• Upgradeable simply by adding spirometry and
ABPM modules to complete your
cardiopulmonary suite

• Part of the Welch Allyn CardioPerfect family streamline all of your cardiopulmonary diagnostic
data into one powerful software package

• Data can be attached to patient files in all leading
patient management software packages

• Supplied with interpretive software, ECG clips
and 100 disposable electrodes

• Easily monitor patients with intermittent
arrhythmias

Welch Allyn PRO ECG

Cat No

73052

€Ex VAT

2800.00

Call us freephone for details of our installation, calibration, service and repair options

€Inc VAT

3444.00
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Thinking of providing new patient
services in your practice?
Ask about cardiac, COPD, diabetes, ABPM, ultrasound
screening, advice, finance, installation, and more...

YOU TOLD US...
In Feb 2016 Promed commissioned a
survey of 265 GPs. One of the things you
told us was that you would like to focus
more time on areas of chronic disease
management.
Call us today and see how we can help
you get these services set up and running
directly.

Think Promed.
Call 1800 619 619.
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Specialist area:
Ultrasound .......77-79

So, what services do you want to provide?
Here are some suggestions for equipment you may need to
provide Ultrasound services

Siemens FROSK P500...............................77

Other specialist areas:

Cardiac Screening.................................27-37
COPD and Respiratory .........................39-47
ENT .......................................................49-61
Minor Surgery........................................63-66
Point of Care Testing .............................67-75

Call us freephone for details of our installation, calibration, service and repair options
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// ULTRASOUND //
Ultrasound - ACUSON P500, FROSK edition
The Acuson P500 ultrasound system, FROSK
edition, is an adaptable hand-carried system
engineered for point of care to better serve a
wide range of environments and patient types

The system delivers sophisticated technologies used in Siemens’
most advanced ultrasound equipment to ensure excellent image
quality, smart workflow and durability, all in a compact notebook
format.
With reliable and fast imaging, the ACUSON P500 FROSK is
particularly suitable for use in emergency medicine and general
imaging.

Weighing less than seven kilograms, the system can be easily
carried and positioned in almost any clinical environment, helping
clinicians make quick decisions even in difficult scanning
conditions. The clear user interface is easy to learn and operate
for users of all experience levels.
Adaptable

• All new platform engineered to provide a foundation for
expanding and adapting with your clinical needs

• Dynamic Persistence and Auto Flash Artifact Suppression work
together to detect movements that affect image quality, and
automatically reduce noise to provide unprecedented image
quality
• Compact notebook format is easily positioned in clinical
environments, even in difficult scanning conditions

• 30-second boot up time
Flexible

• Intuitive dual interface control panel offers flexible use of the
touch screen or traditional control panel based on each user’s
own scanning preferences

• Highly sensitive touch screen display with advanced infrared (IR)
technology for improved accuracy and flexible gesturing including
fingers, gloved fingers, or stylus

• Ergonomic SMARTcart with multi-transducer module provides
three active transducer ports, four cup holders, and modular
storage
• Battery life offers up to 60 minutes of scanning time

Durable

• Solid State Drive (SSD) offers improved ruggedness and reliability,
while offering faster responsiveness and performance

• Clear removable protective skin provides a layer of defense
against control panel damage caused by liquids and other fluids

• Industrial design allows for rigorous day-to-day use
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P500 ultrasound FROSK

Further information available on request

€Ex VAT

1175.23

€Inc VAT

1445.53

Call us freephone for details of our installation, calibration, service and repair options
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// INDEX //
A
ABPM 7100 ................................................36

Accustrend Plus GC ...................................70
Adult / baby scales and height measures ...18

Adult scales Seca 287 ................................20

Adult scales Seca 799 ................................19
Adult scales Seca 875 ................................18
Adult scales Seca 877 ................................19
Aerolite Junior chair.....................................16
Aerolite junior waiting room chair ...............16
Ambulatory blood pressure monitor ............35
Aneroid manometers ..................................33

Anle brachial Device ...................................73
Audiometry .................................................60
Audioscope 3 ..............................................60
Automatic blood pressure monitors ............33
B
Baby changing unit .....................................16
Baby scale (Kern) .......................................21
Baby scales Seca 384 ................................18
Blood pressure monitor Big Ben................. 34
Bronze series DS54 Durashock .................33

C
Cardiac screening .................................27-37
Chair scale (Kern) .......................................22
Chairs .........................................................10
Cholesterol and Glucose testing .................70
Clinical trolley ..............................................11
Clinitek status .............................................71
Coagucheck XS Plus ..................................68
Cobas B101 ................................................71
Colenso couch ..............................................9
COPD and Respiratory ..........................39-47
COPD screener ..........................................45
COPD screening and Respiratory .........39-47
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Cryopro .......................................................64

Cryosurgery ................................................64
Curtains and screen ..............................13-14

Custo cardio 110 bluetooth Interpretive ECG 28,
74
Custo med stress testing system ................32
Custo screen 300 .......................................35
Custo spiro mobile ......................................43
Customer testimonials ..................................6
D

Data logger .................................................24
DCA vantage ..............................................70
Dermatology ...............................................64
Dermatoscope ............................................64
Dermlite ......................................................64
Diagnostic Desk system Welch Allyn
green series ................................................54
Dopplers .....................................................72
Drug cabinets .............................................13

E
Ear irrigator .................................................61
Ear thermometer .........................................60
ECG CP 150 ...............................................30
ECG machines .........................28- 30, 74, 75
ECG PC based Welch Allyn Pro ...........29, 75
ECG PC based, cardio 110 bluetooth
interpretive.............................................28, 74
Electric plinth ................................................8
Electrosurgery ............................................65
ENT .......................................................49-61
ENT .......................................................49-61
ENT diagnostic set Elite rechargeable .......52
ENT diagnostic set LED Elite .....................51
ENT diagnostic set professional .................50
ENT diagnostic sets ..............................57, 58
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Escope ........................................................57
Examination couch accessories .................10
Examination couches ...................................8
Examination couches, ..............................8, 9
Examination light GS IV.............................. 24
Examination lights ......................................23

F
Folding surgery screen ...............................14
FROSK P500 ultrasound .......................78-79
Fusion couch ................................................9

G
Galaxy waiting room chair ..........................15
General Furniture .......................................16
General Practice ....................................17-26
Green series 300 General exam lights .......23
Green series 600 General exam lights .......23

H
Height measure Seca 213 ..........................20
Holter Device ..............................................31
Holter monitor Custo flash 510 ...................31
Hydraulic plinth .............................................8
Hyfrecator 2000 ..........................................65

I
INR testing ..................................................67
Integrated wall system 777 Green series ...55
Integrated wall system Connex ..................55

L
Lifedop ........................................................72
Lightweight folding screen ..........................13

M
M-pulse lite .................................................47
M-pulse paediatric ......................................47
MESI ABI device .........................................73
Microlab spirometer ....................................40
Microloop spirometer ..................................41
Minor Surgery ........................................63-66
Minor Surgery and Dermatology ...........63-66

N
Nebuliser ....................................................46

O
Otoscope Macroview ..................................52
Otoscope Macroview digital ........................53

P
P500 ultrasound ....................................78-79
Personal scale (Kern) .................................22
Personal scale with
height measure (Kern).................................21
Pharmacy fridges ..................................25, 26
Plinths, two section and three section ..........8
Point of Care testing ..............................67-75
ProBP 3400 ................................................33
Propulse ear care .......................................61
Propulse NG ...............................................61
Pulmolife .....................................................45
Pulmolife COPD screener ..........................45
Pulse Oximeters .........................................47

R
Refrigeration .........................................25, 26
Refrigeration and Data logging ...................24
Ri-champion N ............................................33
Ri-fox ..........................................................47
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Ri-scope L1/L2 ...........................................58
Riester ENT sets ........................................57
Riformer LED system .................................59

S
Specialist areas .....................................27-79
Spirometer Micro I handheld ......................45
Spirometers .........................................40 - 45

Spirometry ..................................................40
SpiroPerfect ................................................44
SpiroUSB ....................................................42
Steps ..........................................................10
Stethoscope Littmann II Cardiology ............37
Stools ..........................................................10
Storage trolley ............................................12
Stress testing ..............................................32
Suction machine OB212 .............................66
Suction Unit ................................................66
Surgery Furniture ....................................7-16
Surgery screen folding ................................14
Surgery screen wall-mounted .....................14
Surgery Screens .........................................13

T
Thermometer ..............................................60
Thermoscan Pro 6000 ................................60
Trollies ........................................................11
Turboneb ....................................................46
Tympanometer ............................................56

U
Ultrasound .............................................77-79
Under couch trolley .....................................12
Urine Analysis .............................................71

V
Venus waiting room chair ...........................15
Vista multi purpose trolley ..........................12
Vista storage trolley ....................................11
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W
Waiting room and office furniture ................15
Waiting room chairs for children .................16
Waiting room chairs, Galaxy .......................15
Waiting room chairs, Venus ........................15
Wall mounted ENT systems .................55, 59
Wall-mounted surgery screen .....................14
Waste disposal ...........................................14
Waste disposal bins ....................................14
Welch Allyn Pro ECG ............................29, 75
Wheelchair ..................................................16

X
Xprecia stride ..............................................69

If you cannot find what you are looking
for, please don’t hesitate to contact us.

This brochure contains just a small selection
of the products Promed has available, and
we are adding to our range all the time.
For further information, please call our
sales team on freephone 1800 619 619 or
log on to our website www.promed.ie
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Promed terms and conditions of sale
PROMED is the registered trading
name for PRODENT LTD.

Sales
All sales are subject to these terms and
conditions and no others shall apply.

Prices
Prices quoted in this catalogue are shown
inclusive and exclusive of VAT or any
other purchase tax duties, levies or
charges payable by purchaser which shall
be charged at the rate ruling at the day of
dispatch, VAT at the current rate win be
added to all invoices. PROMED reserves
the right to change prices without prior
notice, in the event of currency
fluctuations and/or manufacturer's price
alterations. PROMED reserves the right to
correct clerical errors or omissions in
the catalogue.

Details and specification
All illustrations in the PROMED
catalogue are non-binding and subject to
change in design, form and material.
Up to date details can be checked when
ordering, toavoid disappointment.
Acceptance of the buyer's purchase order
or any part thereofby PROMED shall be
signified by dispatch of the goods. If part
only of the buyer's purchase order is
accepted, PROMED shall not
subsequently be obliged to dispatch any
further part thereof. Partial deliveries are
permitted and shall be paid separately.
In the event that part of an order is not
accepted. the buyer should submit a new
purchase order.
Payment
Terms of payment shall be met "in full
thirty days after invoice date". All invoices
shall include VAT at the rate then in force
and other charges applicable.

Payment can be made by
a] direct debit or on-line banking using the
following bank details:
A/C No: 54088038 - sort code 93-63-40
b] Promed accepts most major credit and
debit cards including:
• Laser
• Visa
• Mastercard
• American Express
• Cheques made payable to 'Promed'
Delivery
PROMED currently offers free delivery on
all orders to primary care professionals
with a PROMED trade account. This
information is valid as of 17.06.16 but
may be subject to change at a later date.

Fridge Delivery
When ordering fridges please be aware
that if the fridge is to be delivered to a
second (or higher) floor premises an
additional charge will apply.

PROMED shall not be liable for damage
or loss of goods in transit or for shortage
on delivery unless notice in writing is
given to PROMED within 5 days of
delivery of the goods. In the event of
non-delivery the customer must inform
PROMED within 3 days of the invoice
date or advice of dispatch, otherwise no
claim will be considered after this time.

Retention of title
The risk in the products passes to the
Purchaser upon delivery, but legal and
beneficial ownership shall remain within
PRODENT LTD until full payment has
been received or until prior resale, in
which case PROMED's beneficial
entitlement shall attach to the proceeds
of re-sale or the claim for such proceeds.

PROMED warrants that the goods will be
free from defects in workmanship or
materials under normal use and service.
No liability will be accepted under this
warranty unless the buyer notifies
PROMED in writing of any defects within
14 days from the date of delivery.
PROMED will at its option, replace or
repair, free of charge, defective goods
or any defective component.
Beyond this, we accept no further liability.

Return of Goods
Promed is unable to accept return of
goods without prior notification to a
Promed office.
Goods can be returned once approval in
writing has been given by Promed and
once accompanied by a completed
'Goods Return Form'.
Goods must be returned within 14 days
of the invoice date. For goods to be
accepted for refund, goods must be
currentlystocked and not a discontinued
line. They also must be in perfect
merchandisable condition and capable of
resale and be completely without defect.
Any such damage or defect will totally
cancel any obligation by the company for
any refund whatsoever. Goods are
returned at the sender's responsibility.

PROMED accepts no responsibility for
goods lost or damaged during return
transit. We advise that both certificates
of postage and adequate insurance are
sought.

Please Note: Special order items are not
subject to this returns policy. PROMED
will not refund postage.

Warranty
All goods are supplied with the product
manufacturer's warranty. Warranty covers
goods supplied by Promed only and does
not extend to items belonging to the
purchaser stored or contained therein.

Repair of Goods
Promed provide an in-house repair
servicefor out of warranty equipment.
Pleasecontact Promed to arrange a '
Repair Request' An initial inspection fee of
€75 plus VAT is applied and subsequent
repair work is carried out at a standard
hourly rate. External call-out repairs are
quoted on individual basis. Parts and
carriage are charged at published rates.
Goods are sent for repair at the sender's
responsibility.

PROMED accepts no responsibility for
goods lost or damaged during transit.
Weadvise that both certificates of postage
and adequate insurance are sought.
Arbitration
In the event of an unresolved dispute or
disagreement between Promed and the
Purchaser, the matter shall be referred
to a mutually acceptable person for
arbitration, such as an arbiter appointed
by the President of the Law Society. It is a
precondition of such arbitration that both
parties accept decisions as mutually
binding.
Choice of Law
These terms, and all quotations, orders,
tenders and contracts arising thereon,
shall be construed in accordance with the
laws of the Republic of Ireland and shall
be subject to the Jurisdiction of the
Republic of lreland courts.

HPRA (formerly Irish Medicines Board)
In accordance with HPRA regulations,
products of a medicinal nature which do
not have product authorisation for sale in
Ireland can only be supplied within Ireland
on a named prescription basis.

We’re here to help.
freephone 1800 619 619.

Having spent years consulting with hundreds of professionals
from the primary care sector, our services have been refined
and tailored to provide clients with an excellent level of care &
support throughout the process, from concept to completion.

You can trust Promed with your project.

